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been mv delenae and my refuge In the day of trouble. —tl'Sa LX Lix. 16.
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ened the commerce of the Confederates amazthe expression of gratitude; and more loudly
domestic strife. Even our lata political diswhen mercies are mingled with judgments.
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is made up of prayer ami praise. It was comEngland will never interfere with us while we both at home and abroad, they have inspired a
confidence in our army and navy which, if not
press our cause with such spontaneous unanposed by David to celebrate his escape when
Saul caused his house to be surrounded by solimity. And I need not say that this continuabused, will prove of great value. Besides all
diers who were ordered to kill him when he
ally acts against the South with tremendous this, it is most signifteautand encouraging that
should come out.—1 Sain., xix.
discouragement. It is worth to us 50,000 men no place once taken lias ev’er been retaken by
This event
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formed the commencement of Davitl's lougof
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mention of delivperiod,
erances obtained, while it implores the continthauksgiviug to God for this prompt and so His campaigns in Tern lessee and Kentucky and
ued interposition of God in his behalf because
long continued union of sentiment and feeling in Virginia have demonstrated his inability to
of the enemy. Its allusions and sentiments are
concerning this struggle? It is one chief bul- recover himself, or to regain his power in those
general, that they may lie appropriated by ail wark of our defense, for which we ought to States, while his single invasion of free terbe grateful to Him who moves the hearts of
who may be similarly situated.
ritory, and hasty retreat, must have destroyed
It excited our gratitude at the beginmen.
all his hope in that direction.
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strong its it can ho|>o ever to tie again, when
Thou hast been my defense
prevent me.”
and refuge in the day of my trouble.”
sympathies have yet proved stronger than the flushed witli victory, when animated with the
Uncombined power of slavery. And while we
to Thee, O my strength will I siug: for God is
hope of plunder, and with the not unnatural
thunk God tliat we are yet thus united, let us
purpose of punishing us for the desolation
my defense, the God of my mercy.” Hero
which had followed the invasion of Southern
guard and cherish these sacred Immls. Let us
we behold the subdued emotions of a melbe
aud
and
low hearted child turning unto the great
mutually forbearing
conciliating,
territory, by coinmittiug similar depredations
and
and
unite
more
courteous,
and
in
the Northern States. Our army was in a
Father in confidence and cheerful hope. And
confiding,
more closely in those measures and exertions
In every great calamity in which God's peolanguishing condition, disheartened, demoralwhich are manifestly necessary for the support
ized, many of its licet commanders dead, and
ple participate, they have been heard to adof the national government and the commonothers inefficient, or even worse than that; yet
dress Him as their God, and to cry unto Him
weal.
for deliverance.
nothing was accomplished by this bold atAnother just cause of gratitude and praise
Moreover, David urges his own innocence
tempt, of substantial advantage to the Confedas to the enemy which has risen up agains t
is, our material prosperity. Perhaps never
eracy, while, for us it is a demonstration that
in the history of the Republic was this greattheir successes will be confined to their own
The mighty are gathered against me ;
him.
er.
The
never
more
earth
not for my transgression, not for my sin, O my
yielded
bountifully. familiar fields. There has been evidently a
The
manufactures
of
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were
never
limit set for the proud waves of this rebellion,
He
Lord.”
meant uot to say that his afflicmore severely worked, or with greater profits.
which it cannot pass.
tions, as coming from God, lmd no justifleaThere never probably were so many men at
As we review these successes ought we not
tion in himself, but that he had given the eneto be devoutly grateful to God?
work, actually producing or earning a livelimy no just ground for such violent treatment.
May we not
Multitudes at
have been guilty of unduly appreciating them?
It was an appeal to Omniscience as to his inhood, as at the present time.
home perform double labor, and thus supply
Because we have noterushed the vital part of the
nocence in respect to Saul.
Aud being innotlie loss of the labor of those in the army, and
monster anil extinguished ids life, may we not
cent he could properly
witli God to displead
them
the
extra toil.
have been discontented and murmured, while
comfit and overthrow him. Ills prayer is the
support
by
the
North
was
never
richer
in
real
we ought to have felt that God has done for
Probably
cry of injured and persecuted innocence, seeking redress of Him to whom vengeance be- wealtli than she is to-day. Rut a small frac- us great tilings for which we should praise
tion
of
our
lias
aud
silver
been
Him? May we not be like the ungrateful
Nor
can the assailing party in any
gold
exported
longs.”
since the war commenced. For many months
conflict reasonably hope for the divine interpetulant child, who, because he cannot have
our imports of the precious metals have equalall lie asks at the instant, refuses to accept the
in their behalf, for their success. God
always on the side of the innocent, and the led our exports. The high rates of exchange gilts which a judicious and kind pareut bewronged. He may use the wicked as the rod are not the result of the scarcity of gold, but stows-upon him? Alas! that we know not
tlie result of its being kept in secure deposit,
with which He chastises his people; hut He
when God is blessing us! It was one of God’s
and of speculation. And even this high rate
will never help the wicked to accomplish their
lamentations over Israel, “But they knew not
of
exchange has, doubtless, mercifully pre- that I healed them.” We insist ou looking at
purposes. These two facts correspond with
served us from a large expenditure in needless
the double character of the Psalm. In the exsingle events when we ought to survey tlie
ercise of filial love, David acknowledges delivforeign luxuries. It has aided us to keep our combined events of the entire period. Tlie
real
wealth.
And
it
is
now
us
in
exconscious
of
inuocenceund the
aiding
agent of a vast enterprise cannot stop to look
erances, while,
alter every little thing.
rectitude of his cause, he implores God for final
He must rely upon
porting our natural products, which bid fair
soon to reduce tlie present rate of exchange,
tlie main operation for ultimate success. So
and complete success.
as well as further to enrich us.
Is not this Psalm suited to us as a nation in
long as tlie grand event approaches we should
Tlie war is indeed enormously expensive;
trouble? Our euemy, without just cause, lias
be cheerful.
but the paymeut of this expense is pratically
hrnnoiit. unnn us fruont fvilumitios unit throat.
4.
This enumeration of lilessimrs would be
but little more than tlie rapid circulation of
ens yet greater ones.
But Goil hath wrought
incomplete were I to tail to mention the morextraordinary deliverances already for us, immense wealth among us. The coun- al results already secured or likely to be sewhich demand the exercise aud expression of
cured by this contest. Tile events of the past
try, nt all events, the North is not wasted, nor
is it in a process of exhaustion. Substantial
devout gratitude, and thanksgiving. While
two years have revealed the weaknesses and
It
is
a
wonder
the corruptions, and deficiencies of our nathe night yet lingers we may say with David,
prosperity reiyns eccryuthere.
to ourselves.
We arc just waking up to our
I will sing of thy potcer, yea, I w ill sing
tional and social character, and our necessities
own condition, and learning our real strength.
aloud of thy mercy la the morning: for thou
in this direction. We begin to see that we
It is an astonishment to our contemporaries of
have been too exclusively devoted to the purhast been my defense and refuge in the day of
the Old World. The secret is threefold:—
suits of wealth and personal aggrandizement,
my trouble.” And I propose to notice some
our vast accumulations, our inexhaustible natand have criminally neglected the work of
the events of the war now pending which
ural
resources: and the industrial habits and
call for devout thanksgiving.
government. It lias long been one of our na1st. In any such enumeration we should
practical ability of our people. God lias beeu tional sins not to hold our public servants rethe
nation
for
this
never omit the singular unanimity and spoilpreparing
very crisis, a sure
sponsible for their good character and the
taneouimens with which the North rose up to
sign He means we shall succeed. We are able faithful discharge of their high trusts. The
to
I>ear
the
burdens
us.
Tlie
and
emoluments of office have not been duly balcontinues
to
meet,
resting upon
resist, this monstrous
institutions which we have cherished have
rebellion. This universal up rising of the Free
anced by its responsibilities rigidly enforced.
States was wholly unexpected by the South.
produced habits and developed energies aud re- Base and unlit men have held posts of honor,
They had contidently calculated that those kmirf'PH tl'lliclt Oil'll.In Ha to tiiii.ii tin. nouoiilt only to dishonor them. The crimes of public
which these institutions are now suffering.
here who had been their political friends and
men have not been suitably rebuked and punSuch a national spectacle was never before exished. Ily such means the tone of public morco-operators would, at least, refuse to take
hibited, such prosperity in connection with als has been lowered, good men have been
up arms against them. They reckoned the
such
a
and
such a rebellion. The resourwar,
strength of their allies living in the Northern
disgusted with politics and neglected their poStates, sufficient to neutralize the exertions of ces of the North have never before been un- litical duties, and—a worse result still—l!cthose w ho might be disposed to resist them by
covered, the industry and business capacity of
publican government had begun to sink in the
the nation have never been tested or compreforce and arms. They never expected to conestimation of many.
hended. The Independence of the Free States
front their old associates leagued so closely
The present trials are leading good and
both of the Soutli and Foreign Nations could
with their common political opponents. This
great men in all parties and professions, to
never have been so clearly demonstrated as by
fact shows this union of the North to be research out these radical defects and diseases in
the present exigencies. Our reserved resourmarkable.
the body politic. Already they have begun
Scarcely less surprising was the spontaneous ces, not only in money, but in the products of to expose them, tvs you will find if you will
the earth,—the last and chief source of all
and universal up rising of the people here, to
read their speeches, instead of the sensation
themselves. It was the theme of grateful menwealth, and in the material for w ar both on sea rumors in the newspapers. Public attention
and
on
and
the
of
have
been
cause
Imt
drawn
land,
tion,
will, I trust, be fixed on these evils, and their
partially
Bplendid outbursts of
eloquence, in every speech from rostrum or upon, while they are being increased every career will be checked. The sad lessons we
are uow learning w ill help school statesmen,
pulpit. It was hailed as a phenomenon only month.
second in marvellousness to the rebellion itIn all this I see cause for devout gratitude,
legislators, political economists, and diplomaself. Such a fusion of political parties, such a
and sincere thanksgiving to God. He has givtists, who shall equal those noble men who
were trained in the severe experiences of the
suspension of partizan strife, such a flowing
en another fruitful season.
He lues crowned
together in the exercise and practice of a com- the year now closing, with goodness, and caus- period of our Bevolution.and bring to the admon patriotism of those who. but a few mouths
ministration of national afiiiirs the highest wised our paths to drop fatness. Our pastures
previous, had been arrayed in conflicting sec- have been clothed witli flocks; the valleys al- I dom and fidelity. And surely whatever is
tions in support of opposing platforms, was
so have been covered over witli corn.
He lias ! working for us such a needed renovation deadmitted to lie wonderful by all. We felt
multiplied our men, stern, stalwart men who rnands our gratitude.
that some spirit from above was moving
love to work and know how to make the most
Already has the patriotism of the people
upon the heart of the multitude, calling
of their advantages. He lias raised
been much purified and developed. The love
up men
forth those deep, moral sentiments of our
of eminent practical wisdom to manage our
of country slept in our bosoms because there
common humanity, which will evermore take
national affairs, both ]iolitical and financial.
was nothing to wake it: it languished because
the side of truth and justice. We felt aweHe has thus laid the foundation for a hope of there was nothing to exorcise it: it was insistruck!
ultimate success which ought to inspire us
pid, and foolish, because never made sober,
This union at the North was far more
with cheerfulness and gratitude.
sponsturdy and discriminating by great trials. We
taneous, prompt, and powerful than that at the
3d. Important successes have been secured
boasted and bragged. Our self-adulation was
South. Here it was immediate and almost
in the war. The enemy hies exhibited remarkoften indiscriminate, and unreasonable,and disuniversal, from the day of the bombardment of able energy, a fertility of expedients unantici- I gusting to foreigners. But perils, and conFort Sumter. At the South there
ere entire
resolution
and co-operation unlooked
pated,
flicts, and taxes, and blood have waked up and
States which came
slowly and reluctantly into for, though not inexplicable. Their achieve- brought out our patriotism wonderfully. It is
the hostile confederation.
From the other
ments are truly
The
remarkable,unparalleled!
refreshing, amid the terrible moral winter now
States there were many thousands who fled,
world cannot but admire; and we should
upon us, to see this beautiful flower,—these
leaving their homes and their possessions and in this admiration were not the grand aim Join
and
delicate crocuses springing up from beneath
business, to escape violent treatment for not purpose so detestable and abhorrent. But not- the snow in
prolusion, true harbingers of
uniting in a rebellion which they disapproved. withstanding the enemy has commanded and spring. Our young
men are catching tlie holy
Many who remained and are now among the combined sucli resources, fought on his own tire, and the noble
impulses they are now chersupporters of the Confederacy, gave in their
territory, lor tiis own independence of those ishing, and the stern training they are now reallegiance and support with a hesitancy and whom lie hates, fought, ill many instances, lor ceiving,
the national experience they are now
reluctance most suspicious, and strangely in
life itself, and therefore with a desperation I working into their characters, cannot fail
kto
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Eu v day increases the inter- st with which it
IF
YOU
is viewed b/ reflecting men 1 uh at home ami
-WANT THEabroad. As the conflict ad» .^. s each party
is
forced hack upon its reserved resources.
Best
or
Neither will surrender till exhausted. The innot fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
of
other
nations
teference
willouly bring such
they take PERFECT UKKNKSSLS, and warnations into the ring, and increase the scope ! rant satisfaction,
at pricer vhicli duty competition.
and fury of the contest. The issues cannot be
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* onlf/ Fifteen Cents.
thus changed. Nay, such intervention in beTRASK A LEWIS,
half of the South would only serve to range
monarchists on the side of tyranny, where
27 Market Square, h’d. Preble St.
they are supposed by many to belong. And
dtf
July 14th. 18C2.
the result woulifbe one grand and awful contest between freedom and oppression. And,
CHASE BKOT1IEKS X CO*,
at length, the world is destined to know which
Is the more powerful. Which is destined to
Widgery's Wharf, Portland, Me.,
triumph ?—is a question of tremendous interIMPORTERS,
the
now
before
the
#
est,
greatest question
world. That is destined to be answered by
AND GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
the turning of another: Which can command
§ep6—3m
tlie greatest resources? Both parties are couWILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
lldent of ultimate victory. We shall see which
is disappointed. Should it prove in the end,
PIdU M B i: Ii,
that freedom gradually withdraw- from slavery
-MAKEU OFits vital valves and its main reliance should
FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
j
the youthful Hercules lift Antonis from the
No. 121 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
ground and squeeze him to death in his arms,
tile world, at all event- the lovers of freedom
Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Corks.
throughout the world, will have occasion to
thank God for the desperate experiment and
Description of Water Fixtnre for DwellJ lug Houses, Hotel*. Public Building*. Shin*, ice.,
dreadful encounter. Already the grand crisis
arranged and net up in the beat manner, and all orapproaches, It is wonderful how steadily it | der* in town or couutrv faithfullv executed. All
kind* of Jobbing promptly attended to.
lias moved along, as if propelled by some diConstantly onlmml, Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
vine, unseen band. No one can rejoice in the and
Beer Pumps of all kind*.
juK2Bdly
rivers of blood and tears on which this entershall
is
borne
we
not
in
the
con;but
prise
rejoice
Trunks!
viction that these bloody sacrifices will obtain a
glorious redemption, liotli for our nation and for
VALISES.
PORTMANTEAUS,
multitudes ol tin-enslaved? I thank God that
-ANDtlie results promise to be a rich compensation
for all they shall cost. I bail in the distance
i
I begin to hope that
an auspicious morning.
the solid foundations of tlie fathers shall yet
sustain a superstructure worthy of them. The
DURAN'S MANUFACTORY,
expectations of oppressed humanity which
No. 10.-, MIDDLE STREET.
have long hung upon the fortunes of the ltepulilic, shall not be put. to shame. The mornLAP u and Fashionable Stock of the above aring daw neth. Brigiit streams of rosy light
ticle* ma> be found at tbit* establishment, comillumine tlie ea-t. And what if tlie dawn be
prising every description for a traveling outfit.
J. It. DLltAN.
Ju.' *). 1&2.
dtiiu
long in bursting into perfect day ? What if it
lie an oriental dawn w hich commences near
midnight ? It shall lie followed by an oriental
J. ,11* BAKER,
day. T he long and cheerful hours of that
CORNER OF EXCHANGE If FEDERAL STS.,
cloudless day shall give tlie emancipated millions opportunity to demonstrate that their
DEALER INcause w as worthy of all this toll, this sacrifice
Choice
and blood. A contest so dreadful and thorough

BUSINESS CARDS.

"Wholesale

BOOKS & STATIONERY.'

~

53

DO

INVERT

Trunks!

Carpet-Bags,

A

J.

UlONKi,

Middle Slrrrl.

141

/"e

...

Me.

II.

C.

Would inform the

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

S.

Steam Cocks, Valves, Pipes aud Connections, Whole-

GAS FITTING,

3? 35 XT M 33 35 K

that having
stock of

pubiic

purchased the

G O W E L L,

city.

rrXo trouble to show goods: call and
purchasing elsewhere.

before
ocl8

TWII'CIIELL A CHAMPLIN,

Commission

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated tf Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

Water

All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold watei
set tin in the best manner.
Alt orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
P. D. MERRILL.

«ee

Merchants,

-AND DEALERS IN-

j

85

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Commercial St., opp. Thomas Illock,

John

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. juldldOm Ja

s

P. Cbamplin.

SI*ARROW',

ef Rxckaaga *«..
I’OKTLAND, ME.,
Agent ofthe following FiRwrClA** luimranea Co', :
car.

National Inaorance Company.
Of Hostno.
Coali Capital and Sarpltu *500,00*.
■

■

Republic Fire Inaarance Companr,
Of New York.
Ca-th Canital and Surplu*. *312,000.
Relief Fire Inaurnnre Company.
Y'ork.
Ca»h Capital ami 6arp!t». *.50,000.

—Jcompu.sorv -ii-ji. ;i*i«m of Yds busitw-ss he
-irni-hed this well-known house anew, and is
better than ever prepared to wait upon his customers, and
by strfet attention to their wants
to merit a continuance oi the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. t. MAYO,
l’assadumkeag, Jane 23, 1«82.
dAwtf

Of New

oow

Equitable Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

hope*

Of Providence.
Perfect Security. which ought ale ay* to he the
nr*t codridGfntkm in effecting In*uranee. is here ot*
fered to the public. at the lowest rate*
prcnhsm
adopted by sound and r»ejHMtible

companies.
“Boyd’s Building,'* opposite l’ost Ofi.ce.

Office in

June 23.

dftwtf

—mmamm-rnmmmmm

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

OFFIC 1 A L

Willi Two Oven,.
_

_

The

gre»t«t

of modem

improvement*

Cook.
EVER

In

the line of

CITY or PORTLAND.

Stoves,

OFFERED

TO THE

on

Be it orda ned bp the Metpor, Aldermen, and Onnnum 1 “un! flu.
(.'ity if I'ortUukd, in Citu Council oafambled, at follow*
Section!. That an Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance am udiug the Oidinarco on Health” approved June Ifh, HrW, be ami the same ii hereby re*

New

•—

The senior partner of the Company, whose experience of nearly a quarter of a century in the btove
Manufacture,
says—that by an
j

TIGHT

AIR

peabd.

Section 2. That sections I9. 2rt, 2l 22 aud 23, of the
revised Ordinances on Hoahh bo, and the same are
revived and in full force, provided, that
any
person may cause his own swill to be removed in such
rnaum
as he deem proper,
upon obtaining therefor,
a permit from the City Clerk.
Aud the City Clerk
shall keep a record ot the permits so granted.

STOVE

hereby

stove so perfectly flttod aa to place the
draft of the stove entirely within the control of the
; person using it; euabliug him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire tor manv hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
| and in cost of fuel, a* well as avoiding the dust consequent upon rekiudling.
we mean a

j

I* Crrr UorNciL, Not 24.1W3.
This bill hav<ug been read twice passed to be ordained.
Nov. 25, l>S2—Approved hr the Mavor.
Attest:
J. M. 1IEA I II, City Clerk.

ROASTING AND RAKING.
But the novel—the
feature ot the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the additiou of a Ventilated Roasting Oveu with!
the body of the stove and in front of the tire: *o arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the
larger oveu for baking.
I
Wherever these stoves have beeu used, they have
I given universal satisfaction.

peculiar

FOB SALE BY

F. A.

HOWARD,

—DEALER 121—

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,
celebrated Barstow Stov* Co.

From the

a

i-ompieie

Aisonmem oi

HOUSE FURNISHING

GOODS,

no»

PrOpONRlN.
Office, War Department. [
Washington. November 24, l*«2
J
l’EiU’UiiALS wili he received by this
Department, uutil 4 o'clock, IV M.. ou the ninth
day of lVeetnbcr next, for the mauulaeture aud delivery of the following projectiles, via:
5,000 ton-inch Solid Shot.
l,0U) fifteen-inch Shelia.
1.000 ilfteeu-irich Battering Shot.
The pi ojecriles to be made or the kind of metal,
and inspected after the rules laid down in the Ordnance Manual, with the exception of tlie
Battering
; Shot, which must be made of what is know u as gun
metal. Drawings of these projectile* cau be seen at
the principal arsenals of the United States, at tbo
ordnance Agency. No. to Worth strict. New York,
ami at tin* office.
The projectiles are to be ilelivered, free of
chargo
for transportation, at the United Stages arsenal, on
Governor's Island, New York harbor, where they
will be inspected; and all such as mav bo
rejected
must be removed,
by the contractor, imuusiiately
after the inspection of each delivery
Ordnance

SEALED

I

AO EXT FOR-

1

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
9100 Bounty Money, Buck
And

Pay,

•»r

obtain from the
undersigned
prepared
United State* Government, #100Bounty Money,
THE
Back
&
heirs of Officers
Soldier*

Pay,

dying

or

the U. S. service.

Pension*,

—

Portland Match

August it. Me.
House.)

REFERENCE*:

Joseph B. Hall.
Sec’r of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
State Treasurer.

lion.

flIHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
and
A concerned, that he ha* been dulv
taken upon himself the trust of Admiuistrstor of
the estate of

appointed

SAMUEL NORTH.
late of Westbrook,in the County nt mmberland,merchant, deceased, bv giving bond a* the law directs;
ho therefore request* a!! person* « ho are indebted to

the said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and those who have anv demands thereon, to
exhibit the same ior settlement to

NATHANIEL BROWN.
23 w3w*
Westbrook, Nov. 18,1802.

Company.

milE undersigned having assumed the business ©f
I X the late Ann of Brown a P**rkm*. and having
increased

SETH E. BEED1

sep2Qd&vvl4tf

ordnance.

'*
th«* eopartuersrifp
-ubscnbers under
the lirra name of BIB >WN k PERKINS. is di«solved by mutual consent ou this 25th dav of October.
The affair* of the late Arm will be settled bv W. T.
\V T BROWN.
Brown k Co
RoBT R. PERKINS.
Portland. «>ct. 25,1?*3.

j

l’o»t Office address

Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James t i. Blaine,

Gen. Chwi

l)i*M>liitinn of t opurl im-is Ilip.

prompt attention.

Hon. Lot M.

RIPLEY.

Brig.

hereby given that
T\ToTirE
IN IdtherJo ex1- ing h-• ween tin

op

ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions. Bounty and Back Pay c<*
1 acted for Seamen ami their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will reeo

(Office

J AS. W.

I1U> mi/-i

Fonslons

No. 9 State

l'rojectiles.”

to

c., tor

Invalid

of tid. and uot Ie>s than one tenth weekly there.ter until all shall he ilelivered.
Payment will la* made by the Treasury Departnent
o
the u-ual certificates of inspection aud receipt,
aller each delivery.
Bonds, with approved surety, will be required for
tbo faithful performance of contracts.
No bid will be eutt-rtained aides- it be accompanied
by au affidavit from the party making it. to the effect
that ho is au iron founder, and that if his bid is acceded. the projectiles will be made at his foundry—
limning it and its location; aud the right is reserved
t< reject any and all bkls if deemed unsatisfactory for
any cause.
will be addressed to the undersigned at
Washington r.ty, aud will be endorsed “Proposal*

Proposals

Pension*,
is

of the qnan-

a

Hall.

Sr All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
done to order, at short notice.
uov20

portion

iity required. not less than BHO'of any one kind Deliveries to lie mad** at follows: One teurh. of each
kind, withiu tiurty days after notification «»t acceptance

Pipe.

UND33H

Lancaster

27 2w

Bids will be received for any

Re|{M(<'n, Ventilators Ac.
-ALSO,

ORDINANCE relating to tin Ordinance entitled
Au Ordinance amending the Ordinance

AN
Health

Company,
throughout

Whoso Castings stand unrivalled

England.

Year One Thousand Right Hundred mm,d

Six/yd’co.

Manufactured by the

Barstow Stove

the

In

PUBLIC.

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the Un*

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

WARREN

would very respectfully an|THE subscriber
to tiie Btmetosa friends, and fba
Inounc«>
■public generally, that during the temporary

|

IN S D R AN C £.

Oflac 14 Middle,

CENTRA!. HOUSE,
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
P ASS AD DM KE AO, MAINE.

GOODS,

and at AS LOW PRICES as the same quality and
st\le can be purchased, at any other place in the

S,

FIRE

disabled bv sick ness contracted while in the service
ol the United States, iu the line of duty.

manner.

I. D. WLItltlLL & CO.,

our

siAUADAHOCK is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Tost Office, C ustom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the C ity.
Terns* Moderate by the Week or Day,
Bath, June 23,lb*J2.
dtf

Established for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded

recently

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Pore St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
JnUdtf

aug4dly

B.

WARREN SPARROW,

General Aqkht for the State of Maihr.
Office No.7 4Middle M.,opposite PoMoftiie.
TortUnd, Oat. 17,1832.
ocl7 diw

f*10 Kennebec, twelve miles
and affords one of the most

cities.
large
The

SON,

Ac

DEALERS 1 N—

And taken the store
occupied by him, (129
Middle Street,) are prepared to furnish Mr. Dowell's
former customers, at> well as their ow n friends and
the public, w ith

Retail.

Done in the best

LOVELL

1—0 Middle Street,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

sea,

Inviting retreats from the dost and turmoil of

iu

DRY

MANUFACTURER OF

STEAM AND

Work and

Monumental

Foreign mid Domestic

J. Id. WINSLOW, A gout,

or

Soap Stone,

PORTLAND. ME.

—

Further information will be
chpprfolly ftmilahed
application by mail or otherwise to

ou

one

Grindstouee.

je23tf

Watch-Maker,

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE rEAR mi. THAN
ANT OTHER COMPANY /.V THE

IT

dtf

BATH, MAINE.

invited to give

are

Corner of Pearl and Federal St»..

N. It.—Ail work beintr promptly and personlisally attended to, is warranted to give thorou
faction.

sale

Pieces,

Stable connect, *

of the healthiest
City of Bath is
pd&XM TIIE
localities
the coast of Maine—delightful-

septlO—8m

Work,

Free Stone,

Chimney

Life Policiwr not subject to Forfeiture,

and upon which the premium- cease at the
end often
years, whereby under any and all rir.-nmsianres tho
money paid cannot be lo-t, but tbe original design of
the assured he attained, either in whole or In
pert, In
onset proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the
and
prosperity
success ol this
Company than the fact showu by tho
recently published official reports, viz: that

PL V M M J>:

The Vetrifled Water and Drain

r. thojipso nr,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

» purely mutual
company, all its urnjlls being
divided Among its member** ftiinuillr
lu Addition to All the various form# of H’holi
Liw*, Short Ter*. Endowment and Avkcitt
policies which it iwuw, we invite tptcial nttentum to
Anew frat ur? iu Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company Home two yearn since, vis: the taming of

SAGADAHOCK IIOIM],
Alfred. Carr,
Proprietor.

VEGETABLES,

public

Marble

Marblo

I..

FRUIT,

And Country Produce,

j.

It Is one of the OMcst, Safest and most
.Successful
Life Companies In the United State*, and affords to
Persons w ishing to participate in the henellis of Life
Insurance, advantages
smutted, and in some respects not equalled by any other in this couutry.
Strict Economy -Otre in its Bisks, amt Safe Investments. characterize its management.

HOTEL,

Bath, June 23, 1832.

the

UYUEd^eret>fy-

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars

•#*Term« 81 per d»y

fiMH'l !/
L£S^LM from

(..Jameson.
HAKDIMi, President,

upwards of

Street

886, Wasbixioto!. St., Bath.

Family Groceries,

lef t to our children. We will rejoice that we
may do and sutler something lor our race
which w ill be worthy of being remembered.
We will tliauk God that we may contribute
something to tho vital values ol the world.

Exchange

HOUSE.”

on
**,ua,e4* 0,1

O. E. R
Patten,
E. h Harding,
*
J. 1*. Horse
J»«ivid I’atten

Company has paid since its
to
THIS
Widows, Orphan, aud Creditors organization
of the Assured

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that lie has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland, '’id iuvitts
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows "how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate charges are (he inducements he holds out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to the "Forest City."
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dlt
Portland, Ang. 19, lHfiL*.

M.

;

TWO MILHOUS AND A QUARTER.

Photograph, Tlio
NXocIol Cook!

Ambrotype

Be this our joy, if need lie. We w ill thank
God that this fearful conflict is not all to be

TACTICSj

THE

BATII

Mutual
,i“

New York Life Inanrnnre
Comp’y,
Established in 1M5—Net Capital over

HOTELS.

By O.

1

Mutual Life Insurance.

dti

“ELM

C

IS«K-

Bath, July 3.

HALL L. DAVIS.

LIMBS,

friends and the

E. K.

Army Regulations.

Sect. 27.1862.

JFm.

J. H. Mcl»llan,
Jas. h ratten,

riON OF

CASEY'S U. S’.

—

call.

by

upplied

NEW ED

Apothecary,

a

MEDICINES,

above store

DIRECTOR*:
I),
mond.
Sant I I
inson,
Arthur >
*J|.
Lewi* Black mer,
fcj. A. Houghton,

John Fatten,
Olner Moser,
M Ki.ani.Hl,

BOUSE,

Insurance on the
ri-kv, not exceeding
in any One Risk.

#10,000

usual.

New Works !

REEVES,

gy His

as

Families
with Medicine* and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eod6m

Cloths,

him

e

Physicians and

Vestings!

Their joy must be the joy of anticipation;—
sympathy with the joy of coming generations.

at t'

#200,000
And that
they are prepared t.» make
mutual principle, a.-iiiiwt marine

SUAVE Y.

M.

Poultry, Vegetables, Country

!

sale

For

KINDS,

PROVISIONS,

of ,he
T'MmrtMriJSdrmli?'***0”
upiiSs?«i sunSaSr p*njr *iv*

Picture-Framing,

ally

iu

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

GROCERIES,

shall need no repetition.
There are some plants which blossom but
once in a century.
Generations must cultivate them w ith benevolent luuids, iu patient
hope, and lie grateful for their growth.

and

Done

CO.,

—

OFFIC E UNDER THE
SACUDAHOCK
FRONT SIREET.

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the Rri< mh and American
Express
Office, where he will ace imnndate all who may be iu
want of goods iu his liu*\ at very low prices.

Book-Binding

MUTUAL

Marine In«iii*anre Company.

BOOKS, STATION KEY, PICTURES,
Picture Fnnej, Piper Hin inn Finrj Goods, 4e„ 4e„

MERCHANTS,

A..

BATH

lias removed bis stock of

(3-rocers,

_Je28y

_INSURANCE.

S. II. COLES W ORTHY,

:

we

our

iuci.ities for the manufacture of

oar

in i» ito v e n w atcii,
are now prepared to supplv the trade in large

or

i|uantities with an article which wo warrant
| superior to any ottered in the market, it being the
I OXL r RELIABLE MAT< H IX THE MARKET.
small

|

of

American manufacture, for

Son

j
j

Use,

by not being impaired by age, dampness or chang*
of climate; and the proprietors, ever grateful for liberal natrouage received, teel confident that. by giring tneir personal attention to the manufacture,they
will continue

to

merit the couttdeuce of their forme*

patrons and of the trade in genet al.
No. 21 Fore Street. Portland, lie.
Be sure and get the TOR TL AXD MA TCHt
arc other matches offered to the trade mirto
be our match. We have no connection
porting
with any other maun factory.

X. B.
as there

W. T. BROWN & CO,

nov

26 U3w

PORTLAND

Saturday Morning, Dec. 0, 1862.

Respectable.

all men

created free and equal, and are endowed
with the inalienable right of liberty, he is an
abolitionist. If he insist that human slavery

opposed

he is

rests

upon an
abolitionist.

outrage and usurpation,
If lie contend that differences in color
an

neces-

in mental power,
then lie is ail abolitionist, and would disregard
God's imprint on his human offspring. If he

sarily imply

no

superiority

contend that the white
al

right

to

man

has

no more

mor-

unfortunate mari-

bestowed

who finds himself cast upon a barbarous
shore, then he is not only an abolitionist, but
ner

he is

the

—as

black

commissary of the confederacy,”
styles it,—and that emanci-

fined

as

we

above,

j
|

believed that
were

Cass,

late

the

Secretary of State, John

A.

some

who are now in the

those

;

Lewis

venerable

as

X. A. Foster followed in the affirmative,
briefly reviewing some of the arguments of

of Buchanau's cabinet we

are

qualities of the Executive
humbug he had no doubt. He
Floyd and Cobb, the traitors,

not so bad

Dix,Ed-

win M. Stanton and Joseph Holt. Then we
have such men as Gens. Hunter, Butler,Hook-

sustaining the negative. He believed
slavery was the producing cause of the rebellion, aud if It was blotted out the rebellion
would cense to exist. The fighting men of the
South are able to be in the field only because
the slaves are sustaining them by labor on the
plantations at home—take away this prop and
we can easily make an end of the war.
DemHe did not believe the South could
well be Irritated to the performance of inorebar-

South.

McClernard, Sprague,
others,
recently, but now abolitionists barous deeds than those they had already done.
according to the latest definition of the north- The effect of the Proclamation would be to
ern pro-«Javery lexicographer.
Going back give early and general freedom to the slaves,
we find the eminent historian and
scholar, and thus the war would be terminated and the
Geo. Bancroft, once the distinguished repre- j supremacy of the government established.—
sentative of a democratic administration at the
Mr.Kimball,in reply to some observations as
Co urt of St. James, now an abolitionist of the
to his political wanderings and
returnings by
newly-defined type. Then we have Kobt. J. Mr. Foster, contended that he still stood on
Walker,a man who was called from the “cot- Douglas grouud, and that he was willing to
ton State” of Mississippi, to head the Treasury
“follow in the wake" of any man, however
Department under Mr. Polk, and whom Mr
humble, who was right. He invoked the presBuchanan selected above ail others for the
ence of Douglas to explain to the
people some
Governorship of Kansas; he, too, comes under of the late messages of President Lincoln, and
and hosts of

er

all democrats

the ban for being an abolitionist.
And so we might go on, and we should find
that scores and hundreds of those who have

said he could not sustain the President in the
which he has pursued during the last
six months. His remarks throughout were

clearly

down.

Are we not

rise.

The

iT Hurv

A

PoflDnt'T

_Mr

f’ol.

having arrived, !

Emery

j

from our Regular Correspondent.
Letter from the State Capital*

D/A

Maine—IfegruReyinienti)—Appainlmente.

Augusta. Dec. 6th 1866.
Editors Press:—Upon a list of promotions recommended for the 6th Maine
Regiment, and foi warded to Gov. Washburn is the
follow ing endorsement which speaks for itself
as

to

the

higli

char acter of that

j

gallant body

of men.

Headquarters 2d Brig., 1st Div. I
6th corps. White Plains, Ya., Nov.8,1862. j
Respectfully forwarded to his Excellency the
Governor. I have been called upon by my
commanding officers to have the vacancies in
the 5th Maine Regiment filled immediately.

houu died In 1830.
the

ask for the

the question was laid
on the table for discussion at the next
meeetiug.

progress of events is against them.
Jnnv (' C.

not even

motion of Mr.

on

of “soldiers of fortune” and broken down

never

1

great that slavery must go

heaviest blows upon it.
The hour of adjournment

politicians, who are anxious to galvanize into
li !e the old, effete organization of democracy,
merely for the personal and political advantages which they hope to derive from it. They
ignore Jefferson and every doctrine he ever
enunciated. They stand on doctrines as diametrically opposed to true democracy as darkness to light.
They are fighting to revive the
dea<E They have allied themselves to slavery
because in that i9 their hope of political supremacy. But they are doomed. Their hopes
Their dead will

Gen. Ualleck speaks in detail of the effects

protection
of, but opposes itself to the government. If,
as an
enemy to the life of the nation, this institution can be struck by a power higher than
the constitution, let the government deal its

truth is, the bone and sinew, head and heart of
the old democratic party, are now in the ranks
of those who are denounced as abolitionists, by

will fail.

It does

so

A Southern writer relates
as evidence of his
sagacity:

I'ollowiug
“During Mr. Calhouu’s illness a distinguished Senator, who possessed his entire confidence, one day went to visit him. In speaking of the Compromise measures Mr. Calhoun
said T shall never again be iu the Senate; my
day is gone by; but if the gentlemen who
have charge of these questions think that they
will be able, as loyal men, to adjust them by
compromise, I tear they are mistaken. The
seeds of dissolution, sir, have been sown, and

The officers within recommended

to

your Ex-

cellency’s favorable consideration are all eminently qualified for the positions. They have
earned their promotion by distinguished services in the field, which have won for their
Regiment the proud reputation of being one
ol the best in the service.

bear fruit. The two sections can no
longer live under a common government. I
think I can see clearly what time the separation will take place, and I fix it at tw elve years
—three Presidential terms. My judgment is
clear on that subject; but I am not so clear us
to how it will take place; but I think that the
greatest probability is that the government
will explmte during a Presidential election.’
must

One of our

Jos. J. Bartlett,
Brig. Gen. Vo!., Comm'd'g.
most gallant officers in Louisi-

ana, writes that General Butler has two negro
regiments now in the field, and that all speak
in the highest terms of their services. They
hunt up the rebels in the swamps, and cane
like hounds. “Bully for Butler” as the boy’s

say.
What is uo.nk with Hekuixo.—The ediThe following military appointments have
tor of the Calais (Me.) Herald, iu noticing the
been made since Dec. 6.
iarge “catch” of herring this season, says:
“Owiug to life low price of smoked herring,
William Brauuen, Weston, 1st Lieut., Co. I,
converting them into oil is just now a more 11th regiment.
profitable business. Three hogsheads of fish
Albert G. Mudgett, Xewburg, 1st Lieut,
make a barrel of oil, which is worth about
Co. G. 11th regiment
$17. In some of the weirs 10(J hogsheads are
Charles H. Porter, Stetson, 2d Lieut., Co.
a
at
time.
A
boat load constitutes
caught
K, 11th reg.
from five to ten hogsheads. They are salted
Benjamin F. Dunbar, Belfast., 2d Lieut., Co.
before being boiled; the salting occupies about
H, 11th regiment.
twenty-four hours, after which the tlsh are put
Robert Brady, Enfield, 2d Lieut., Co. —,11th
into kettles which hold about 7o gallons each,
regiment.
and placed over the furnace, the boiling proFrederic T. Mason, Sullivan, 2d Lieut., Co.
cess usually occupying one hour.
Fourteen
B, 11th reg.
hundred gallons of fist) can thus be disposed of
James O. Thompson, Portland, 1st Lieut.,
iu a day iu one establishment. This would
Co. K. 17th reg.
make lorty gallons of oil. The pressing proWm. Roberts, Yarmouth, 1st Lieut., Co.—
cess occupies but a short time and the oil is
17th reg.
fit
for
the
oil
use.
At
immediately
present
Willard Lincoln, China, Capt., Co. H, 19th
Commands a high price, mukiug it much more
reg.
profitable thus to dispose of the fish than to sell
Albert Hunter, Clinton, 1st Lieut., Co. II,
the smoked herring at .33 cents a box.
I 19th reg.
Avirus Osborne, Smithfleld, fid Lieut., Co.
cr- Since the publication of the French A, 19th reg.
Alvin S. llall,-fid Lieut., Co. H, 7th
proposition to unite with Russia and France
in mediation—or more properly in securing
reg.
Alden Litchfield, Rockland, Quartermaster,
the ultimate dissolution of our Union—the
20th reg.
taste for sharp sayings touching the Fmpcror I
Elisha Besse, Jr., Houlton, fid Lieut., Co. I,
of the French, has revived in this country.— 1 20th reg.
Edwin Libby, Rockland, Capt., Co. D, 4th
The following is attributed to a French Academician, one of the leaders of the Orieanist reg.
Otis C. MeGray, Unity, 1st Lieut., Co. A,
party, and a quondam Minister of Louis Phil- 4th reg.
Andrew J. Gray, Montville, 2d Lieut.,Co. A,
lippe. Being asked by a lady what was the
4th reg.
exact difference between the words accident
George O. Getehell, Ilallowoll, Capt., Co. E,
and malheur, he replied immediately: "Sn/>I 3d reg.
tOrnbe
dans un pulls,
posonx qve VEmpereur
George S. Fuller, Hallowed, 1st Lieut., Co.
I E, 3d reg.
e'ext un accident; su/ipasonx quc tous I'm n
A. Wildes, Skowhegan, fid Lieut.,
tiriez, e'ext un malheur.'' "Suppose the tui- Co.Francis
A, 10th reg.
peror falls into a pit, that’s an accident; supHoratio Hight, Scarboro, 1st. Lieut. Co. C,
lfith reg.
pose you help him out, that's a misfortune.”

|

STEAM KR

SPECIAL

Hanna.

NOTICES,

229J Congress street, Portland.

J. CLAWSON KELLEY, A. P.,
52 Biecckcr street, New York.
Dr. K/s letter can be seen at this ofliee,
giving a
short history of said designing persons.
Da. Davis will visit their uew office. No. 2291 Congress street. 1st door woit ofthe court house, Dec.
litii and 12th. Thursday and Friday; It. it
llon-e
Mechanic Falls, 13th aiid 14th; Elm House. Auburn,
loth and ltith—and can tie consulted
‘upon all diseases. free of charge.
Portland office open af all times.
decSd&w lw25

Bohemian.Portland

1

j

hours after her first

—

a

PAN A 31A AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers, carrying Mails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and Californi'a,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
mouth.

voice iu the house.

me

for deafness.

MARINE

«lr.

have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOTTLER have now
b«eu sold without a
single failure,
wheu taken as directed, aud without
the least injury to health in
any case.
*.W7xX ** Pnt UP iu bottlea 01 three
different strengths, with full direc""Nan
non* ior Wring, and sent hv evnrpi*
*
*
^
closely sealed, to all parts of the country
PRICES— Full strength. $10; hair strength *5*
quarter strength, $3 per bottle.

MEMBER— This medicine is designed exobstinate cases, which all other
remedies
of the kind hare failed to cure: also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the pries

pressly for

will he refunded.
Ef-BEWARE OF IMITATIONS' None g*nuint* and warranted, unless purchased directly of Or.
Af. at his Remedial Institute for Special IMseases,
2« Union street. Providence, R. I.
Specialty embraces all disease* of a priW**te nature, both of MEN aud WOMEN, by a regeducated physician of tweuty years’ practice,
them his whole attention.
saltations by letter or other wis1 are strictconfident
iai.und medicines will he sent by express,
ly
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet arraxAT. with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It ha* been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to
swindling
ouacks annually, iu New England alone, without
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes fiom
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagaut
assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
you would avoid being humbugged, take no
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MARE INQUIRY:—it will cost you uothing, aud
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising physicians. iu nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there is
no safety in trusting any of them, unless
you know
who and what
are.
ZST Da. M. will send puke, by enclosing one
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp a*
MEN, aud on Private Diseases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undoubted references and
trstimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is
ileserving of AX Y COX-

awf

man’s'

they

PIDESCE WHATEVER.
•Reorders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, aud direct to DK. MATT IS ON,

I

can now

In 24

stand in the cellar and

kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
a cure warranted.
Chargee moderate.

healed, and

G. BROWN,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

MRS. M.
Nov. 18—tf

Congress Street, [cornier Pearl,) Tuesday and
Wednesday, 9th and loth inst.
Dr. J. WESLEY KELLEY, Associate Founder of
the Analytical System of Medicine, can be consulted
on all Diseases of the LIVER, LUNGS,
HEART,
KIDNE rs. SPLEEN,nnd all morbid derangements
of the blood,and other circulating mediums.
Tuesday
and Wednesday, the 9th and lOih of December, and
the second Tuesday and Wednesday of every mouth, !
at the Mhdical Ufl'ce. 214 Omgrtee Street.
Advice, iu all cases, free of charge.

Diseases of the Urinary Organa*
ry“J. C. MOTT, 31. D., Operating and Consulting
Surgeon ai d Physician, attends exclusively to Disease^ of the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of tbe Pelvic Vicera, as Piles,
Ruptures.Hvdroeele, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Manfiood,
&c. Dr. M. keeps himself posted iu all the
improvements iu the cure of Disease, made in this
country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his
patients

may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords.
Advice free.
jyOflice 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. 31. to 2
P. M and 6 to 8 P. M.
31 rs. 31.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her rox, can be consulted bv ladies
Patients fhruisbed with board and experienced
nurses.

_oct3cod6m

DR. P. P.

give notice that he ha
be found at his Room,

Portlaud. and can
International House. Tuesday, August

returned to
No. 13

QU1MBY,

would

12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
him.

First Examination at office.$200
Each subsequent sittingat office..60
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 250
Each subsequent visit at residence,
100
August 16, 1862.—tf
...

j

|

j

_

dec 6

DR. E. G. GOULD'S

Pin-Worm

1

Syrup

I* the first and only
remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarkles, or l*inWorms, from the human system. The high reputa-

tion it has established in the last two years, ana the
fact that it is fast superseding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.

s=#

affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
entire cure is warranted, wbeu taken
according
directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable fkmily cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required,
especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely nf
Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.

CLEARED.

214

CAUTION—To prevent the wholesale imposition
practiced upon invalids in this city, we caution them
against the impure Dm**, sold as’ our preparations,
by designing persons. The only genuine Medicine
can be had at all times of Dr.
ELIZABETH D.
CHAMBERLIN, Medical Office, 214 Congress street,
Portland.
dec4 dlw*

above.

a*

Friday, December 5.
ARRIVED,
Sch Julia. (Br) Andorson, St Gearge NB.
Sch Delaware, Robinson. Thomas:on.
Sch Mermaid, Grover, Gouidsboro.
Sell Juliet, Small, Lobec.
Schs President, Jones, aud Dispatch, Friend, from
Bangor for Boston.
Schs Gen Scott, Tapley, and Brilliant, Jones, from
Bangor lor Boston.
Sell Leopard, Turner, Lubcc. for New York.
Sch Sybel, Hammond, Gouidsboro for Wei fleet.
Sch Roland, Hammond. Gould-boro for Boston.
Sch Four Sisters, Tair. Treinont for Bostou.
Sch Martha Sargent, Tarr, Deer Isle for Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
inode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done.”

Every

NEWS.

1*0KT OF PORTLAND.

applicatiou I could hear every

government adopts
sanguinary
dered Gen. P irter to be at Bristow’s Station
by daylight oil the morning of the 28th, with schemes of northern fanatics,” was not many
Morell’s, and also directed him to communi- years ago one of tlie wildest “abolition fanatcate to Bank, the order to move forward to
A Good Spring Bed has become au almost indisics” on the Kennebec, and was the publlsherof
Warrenton Junction. All trains were ordered
pensable article, not qnly of comfort and necessity,
Mr. Austin Willey's Liberty Standard! Such
this side of Cedar Run, aud to be protected
with every family, while the united testimony of
by a regiment of infantry, and a section of ar- are the fellows who to-day are whining about Physicians has placed their healthfuluess beyond
tillery. For some unexplained reason Porter the “abolitionists.”
question.
did not comply with this order, and his corps
No invalid should be without one.
ZMT Never was a better opportunity ofwas not in the battles of the 28th and 2t»th.
lered a great party lor setting itself right lieAs an evidence of the superiorty of
Heiutzelmau's corps pressed forward to | lore the
COREY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
couutiy, than is now presented to the
Manassas on the morning of the 28th, and
Deinuciats, Tlielr success in tile late elec- overall others, is the fact that the demaud for this
forced Jackson to retreat across Bull Run by
tions is construed ill Europe to indicate a “faSpring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
the Ceutreville turnpike. McDowell had sucvotable disposition towards peace in the
tf
October 1, 1862.
ceeded in checking Lee at Thoroughfare Gap, j
I North,” that is, a peace purchased at the exbut the latter took the road from Hopeville to
pense of disintegration. If the Democrats
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
Xewmarket aud hastened to the relief of Jackarc sincere in their expressed loyalty, how
Mrs. Fot’s Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
son, who was already in rapid retreat. A porcan they receive this misinterpretation otherwhich is a new and very desirable article. It is a
tion of McDowell’s corps encountered the rewise than by u burst of
Will they
Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. Latreating column on the afternoon of the 27th, do so, or sutler wrong indignation'!
motives to be imputed
dies and 3Ii*ses using it need no other of either.
near Warrenton turnpike, and a severe but
to them, to the detriment ot the country?—
Price $1.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
successful engagement ensued. Jackson was
[Ken. Journal.
and serves the wearer as both. For sale only by
again attacked on the 2flth, near the old battle
Sixkes
at
Ships
Va.—The
Norfolk.
H. C. LoVELL A SON, Agents,
ground of July, 1861. Knowing that Long- work of
raising the sunken United States war
street w as not distant, lie made a most desperuovll edtf
129 .Middle Street.
vessels
at
Norl
is
acilk,
Roads,
Hampton
Ac.,
ate stand.
The light continued nearly all day,
and
The
tively
successfully
progressing.
and was terminated only by darkness. We hud
Opening of Winter Bonnets.—Mrs. A. COLBY'
was raised a few days
gained considerable ground, but nothing was frigate United States
will, on Friday, Dec. 5th, open a choice selection of
since, pumped out, and towed to the Gosport
decided when the battle closed.
Winter Bonnets, Caps, Htad Dresses, ifc., consisting
Navy Yard. Work has been commenced upIt was renewed tile next morning, and after
of every late style of Paris, New York, and Home
on the liiic-of-battle ships Delaware and Colanother day's hard flghting.our forces fell back
Manufacture.
umbus, and they will probably be raised,icAoie,
behind Bull Run, the enemy not attempting
^^“No. 123 Middle street, Massey ’s Block, (over
in a few days. Preparations for raising the
any pursuit. Two days later, however, he
Cumberland, Congress and Merriinuc are also
threw a considerable force between Chantilly
lw#
Portland, t)ec. 4, 18*52.
actively in progress. The contractor. Mr. T.
aud Germantown to turn Pope’s right. HookF. Wells of Boston, is confident of his ability
er dislodged them alter a short but severe enPhysician and Scbukox.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
to raise the whole fleet—coinurisim? thirteen
gagement, in which Brig. Gens. Kearney and
war vessels—by the early part of next spring. | Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Stevens, two of our very best officers, were
Portland, Me.
killed. Pope's army had been relnfored by the
“Carletou” closes one of his recent arParticular atteutiou paid to Surgery, including
corns of Franklin and Sumner, aud no lurther
diseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—dttm
my letters to the Journal as follows:
upprehen-ions were f. It for its safety.
There is evidence that the South is looking
During ihe operations ol'tlie previous week,
aud Catarrh, aud all diseases of
C3T*Consumption
of which we received very favorable, but not
with apprehension to the winter campaign.—
the Throat aud Luugs, successfully tieated by Inhatrustworthy accounts, every effort was made The movement of the armies in the West and
By C. Morse, 31. D.,
to push forward supplies and reinforcements
in the East at the same time leaves them no ; lation,
aul8 '62 eod
Corner Smith aud Congress Sts.
to Gen. Pope's army.
Tlie troops from tlie
opportunity to concentrate their lorees. They
peninsula were ordered not to wait for trans- remember that lart winter success was all ou
Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAll 11EALD, No. 241 Con
our side.
The winter season is favorable to
portation, but to march immediately to the
Held of battle.
Northern troops.
gross Street, drst door east of 1st Parish Church,
us, but disastrous to them.
:
Some of tlie corps moved with becoming acInured to the hardships of the lumber regions
Portland, 3ie.
aug7dly
tivity but the delays of others were neither of Maine, Michigan, aud Wisconsin, are just
Drs.
LOCKE
A
KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
creditable nor excusable.
! the men to make a winter campaign in more
Middle Street, Portlaud, Me.
In order to recognize the different corps, get | Southern latitudes. On the other hand, it
augl6—ly
stragglers buck into the ranks, and to supply will go hard with Louisianians, Ueorgiaus— j
deficiencies of ammunition, clothing, etc.,
men of a southern clime, where ice is rarely
BROKERS* BOARD.
caused by recent losses. General Pope requestfrozen thicker than the window glass, who are
Sale op Stocks.—Boston. Dec. 6. 1862.
ed, and received directions to bring his army
not tlie men to bivouac in snow-storms, and
600 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.1044
within the defenses of Washington, which
storms of frozen rain.
It will be hard for
3.700 .do...l'i]
were then under the command of Gen. Mcnorthern troops to make it an active winter
2,IM) United States Coupon Sixes (1881). hi)
do .104$
6,<J00
Clellan. This movement was effected on the
campaign, but it will be harder lor the rebels.
U.S. Certiticates of indebtedness.10i»i
night of the 4th, w ithout loss. Gen. Pope be- I The war is oneof endurance. Bravery ou the 10,000
6,21J American Cold.13:]
battlefield is only one element. Brag is a good
ing now second in command of the united for6,200 .do. 132
ces, applied to be relieved, and was transferred
dog. (1 do not mean the rebel general who
to another department. Although this short
spells his name with double g) but Hold Fast
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
and uctive campaign was, from causes already
is a better. Eudurance is a virtue which tells
MAIL AURANOEMEMS.
referred to, less successful than we had reason
In the long run.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 and 74 P. M. Closes at
to expect, it had accomplished the great and
7.45 A M. and 1.30 P. 31.
EASTERN—Arrives ut 1.60 P. 31. Closes at 12 31.
We noticed some time since the Bowimportant object of covering the capital till
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Eustport 31e., St
doin Bugle, with its annual crop of valuable
troops could be collected for its defense. Had
John Ml aud the British Provinces,Tuesday morntlie army of the Potomac arrived a few days
mornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. 31.
statistics safely garnered for future, use. The
EUROPE—1Closes every Saturday at 130 I*. 31.
earlier, the rebel army could have been easily
has
been
furnished
Watervilleain
since
and
ADA—Arrives at 1.60 P. 31. Closes at 12 M.
CAN
us,
defeated and perhaps destroyed.
COUN TRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. 31. Close at
a stllam-ous name it is, us the Eastern Mail
9 P. 31.
After giving an account of the disgraceful
lrom 8
has already said. Why not take WatervillonkJF"Ot!iceopen daily (Sundays excepted)
surrender of Harper’s Ferry by Col. Miles,
A. 31. to 9 P. 31. Ou Sundays, from
to 9) A. M.
ian?—the name by which Prof. Mathews bapwithin hearing of tlie guns of McClellan, and
tized the imper afterwards known in Boston
the battles of South Mountain and Antietam,
liEBIED.
as the Yankee Blade.
Bui names and special
the report continues.
statistics apart, there is one feature of generIn this city Dec. 4th, by Rev. E. C. Holies, M. G.
From the 17th of September till the 20th ol
Webb aud Miss E. N. Bates, both of this city.
al interest in these publications peculiar to this
October. McClellan’s main army remained on
In this city D'-o 4th, by Dr. Wright, ant William
One hundred
the “Roll of Honor.-’
the north hank of the Potomac, in the vicinity
11. Miller, of Southport, and 3li»s Rachel K. Doughty
year
of Cumberland.
of Sharpsbtirg and Harper's Ferry. The long
and eighteen names are entered iu the WaterIn Wise asset Nov 28th. Milton II. Lowell and Miss
inactivity of so large an army in the face of a villeroll,necessarily incomplete as it must be,
Emily ,). tamliam, both ot W.
defeated foe, and during the most favorable
In Saco Nov 27th. Dan'l P. Dame, of Boston, and
beginning with Major Gen. 1$. F Butler, and
season for rapid movements and a vigorous
3li*s Mary S., daughter of llou. Nathaniel Towle, of
Sueo.
"J.
W.
this
mean?
Levett,
campaign, was a matter of great disappoint- ending—what does
lu Bath Dec. 2d. bv Rev. N. Brook*. Hiram L.
ment and regret.
Your letter of the 27th, and
rebel army I”
Young men of Waterville,
Chase and 3Iiss Aim M. Emery, both of Ba1h.
of
on
the
28th
in
Cctober.
my reply
lu Biddoford Nov 21st, Seth 11. Crowell and 3liss
regard to i forget h tin, by all means! Let not his name
the alleged causes ol this unfortunate delay,
Murcia Moulton, both of 11.
stand in solitary dishonor at the foot of your
In Biddoford Nov 13th. John Emery, of Buxton,
I submit herewith, marked l'.xhibit No. ,7, in
and 31 is. Sarah •! Sawyer, of 11.
reply to the telegraphic order of the Cth of roll! Let it perish!
lu York Nov 6tli, Joseph li'aisdell, of South BerOctober, quoted in my letter ol'tlie 26th,above
wick, and Mis* Aiineda, daughter of Rev. C. E.
The Dino-phatjoi seems to be a pleasant soGoodwin, of Y.
referred to. Gen. McClellan disapproved of
Its officers are a Quartermaster, Comlu Auburn Nov. 21*t, by Rev. A. C. Adam*, assistciety.
the plan of crossing the Potomac south ol the
ed by Rev. U. Balkham of Lewiston, Rev. Alfred A.
and
missary,
Quartermaster
Bine Ridge, and said he would cross at HarSergeant,
Corporal Ellsworth, of 31i!!ord. Mass., loruierly of Bath, and
31iss Lina O. Cook, of Auburn.
per’s Ferry and advance upon Winchester, of Water Guard.

j

Liverpool.Dec
Bremen.Dec
Liverpool.Doc

Londonderry.

case of deafness cured iu
twenty four
by Mrs. 31. G. Brown, Professor on the E>©
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water.
“I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrange-

J

DR. MATTISOX’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, aud proving
effectual after all others have
failed,
is designed for both married and sinladies, and is the very best thing
nown for the
purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of tho kind

A remarkable

“the

—

.Hamburg.Dec

6
6
10
1.3
13
17
20
20
28
24
27

Queenstown, except the Cauadiau line, which call

hours

Remedy

FOB FEMALES.

ularly

Kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.Dec
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
City of Baltimore. New York. Liverpool.Dec
Norwegian.Portland... Liverpool. Dec 27
Borussia.New York.. Hamburg. Dec 25
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call a

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. 31. G. Brown will be at
the Preble House lor one week.

secured. J

g&fying
JR^Con

..

Suxonia.New York.
China.New York
Hanna.New York

[Copyright

The Great Indian

jjgfc..fr-1'hH

TO DEPART.

signing

ments for Mrs. B. to treat

ADVERTISEMENTS.

po.

York

..Southampton.New York..

Jura.Portland
Liverpool. Dec
City of Washing’n.New York Liverpool.Dec
Africa.Naw York..Liverpool.Dec
Hibernian.Portland .Liverpool.Dec

persons. The only genuine medicines can at
all times be had of Dr II. L. Davis, or
agent, No

threatens “revolution in the north” if tlieFederal

FOR

kangaroo.Liverpool.New York
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland
Arabia.
Liverpool.Boston.
City ol Baltimore.Liverpool.New York.
Borusnia.Southampton.New York.
Norwegian. Liverpool.Portland
Bavaria.Southampton.New York

CAUTION' CAUTION' CAUTION "-To prevent the wholesale
imposition practised upon invalids in this city, I caution them against the Impure
Drugs sold as our preparations, or like ours, by de-

The editor of the Hallowed Courier,
recently one ol'Buchau&n's office holders, who
talks flippantly of “abolition priests,” and

delay upon Pope's arrangements and “dispositions” which he says were
“well planned.” He says:
On the evening of the 27th Gen. Pope or-

FROM

China.Liverpool.New

competent cooks to eacli company.

Union.

of McClellan’s

was

conflict is now

right in saying that abolitionism is fast becoming respectable ? And does it not bid fair, at
no distant day, to become popular also? The

a set

forcibly expressed.
A. Blanchard, speaking

in the affirconvinced that the Proclamation
would result favorably for the nation. The

call down upon their heads the mad-dog cry
referred to, from the sinall-beer politicians and
pro-slavery advocates who in so large a degree,
make up the democratic party.

and

Mr. M.

mative,

improper preparation of the food of the soldiers, and a proposition lias been indorsed by
the Surgeon General for the employment of

|

course

been the honored men of a better democracy
than exists today, are now the most zealous
defenders of dqctriues and measures which

being

J

fear to do this lest it should irritate the

ocrats

Gen. Halleck refers to his

NEW

Lyman Oct. 2Sth, of dipthcriz, Lizzio uctzviz
youngest child of Dr. L zuo It u Hurd zized8 1vr«’
In

■

national government.

pro-slavery politicians, and who are goodenough abolitionists according to the modern
These

a

~ir~U
preparing a history of military affairs during
the period that lie held chief command.
£j^”Among the recent deaths in tlie Washington Hospitals, we notice the name of M.
P. Waldron, Co. C, 27th Maine.
A young man in AUeganny City, Pa., swallowed a quid of tobacco, accidentally, and was

pub-

in re-

|

I these attributed

find at least four who rest under the ban of the

standard.

faith.

is unconstitutional aud contrary to the prornises of the President and the action of Con-

always

to disabuse the

of false

SELECTED.

President to assume the duties
soon after seized with
spasms and died.
of General-in-chief and says:
The tlrst tiling to which m$ attention was
UT“ The Penobscot river closed up suddencalled on my arrival here, was the condition
ly Wednesday night, entrapping fifteen or
of the army at Harrison’s Landing, on the
twenty vessels ready loaded witli lumber and
James river. I immediately visited Gen. Mcpotatoes.
Clellan's headquarters for consultation.
1 left Washington on the 24th and returned
The British aud Foreign Anti-Slavery
on the 27th.
The main object of this consulhave issued an address to call forth the
Society
tation was to ascertain if there was a possibility of an advance upon Richmond from Harri- public sympathy of England with the emancison's Landing, and if not, to favor some plan
pation party in the North.
of uniting the armies of Gen. McClellan and
The Boston Transcript suggests an imGen. Pope on some other line. Not being familiar with the position and numbers of the I proveraent in the manufacture of note paper;
troops iu Virginia and on the coast, I took | that the double sheet, no longer needed in
the President’s estimate of tlie largest number
these days of envelopes, be replaced by a sinof reinforcements that could be sent to the
leal’.
yle
Army of the Potomac. On the day of my ar^“Statistics prove thatthe leading powers of
rival at Harrison’s Landing, Gen. McClellan
tlie earth—Great Britain, France, Russia, aud
| was of the opinion that he would require at
the United States—expend $1,OUO,UUO,<<00 anleast 50,000 additional troops. 1 informed him
It,at tl»i,,,»t
.,,,--0,1.
1...
nually for alchobdl, tobacco and opium. That
!
is tlie direct expeuse; tlie indirect is much
that 1 was not authorized to promise him over
more.
i 20,000 and that I could not well see how even
“Perlev* teiegrauhs that uiterceoted
| that number could be safely withdrawn from
other places.
rebel correspondence shows that nu angry
He took the night for considering the mat!
state of feeling exists between Jeff. Davis and
ter, aud informed me the next morning that
the rebel Governor of Louisiana, on account
he woidd make the attempt upon Richmond
i with the 20,000, but, immediately on my return
of prohibition, by the former, of trade with
to Washington, he telegraphed that he would
New Orleans, which causes great suffering.
require 35.000, a force which it was impossible
to send him without leaving Washington and
Commander Worden, whose services
Baltimore almost defenseless. The only alteron the Monitor have been so highly appreciatnative now left was to withdraw the Army of
ed by his couutry, will sail from New York
the Potomac to some position where it could
next week in a better ship than even the Merunite with that of Gen. Pope, and cover Washt
ington at the same that it operated against rimac’s antagonist. His eyes are well enough
the enemy. After full consultation with my
for duty, and his spirits excellent.
officers, 1 determined to attempt this junction
j on
the Rappahannock, by bringing McClellan’s
Some villain defaced the house of Rev.
j forces to Aquia Creek. Accordingly, on the H. W.
in Brooklynpi few uights since,
Beecher,
3Uth of J uly, I telegraphed to him to send
by throwing some black, pitchy, oily substance
away his sick as quickly as possible, preparato a movement of his troops.
This was
against the front, that cannot be cleared off.
i tory
preliminary to a withdrawal of his entire The scoundrel should be caged up in Beecharmy, which was ordered by telegraph on the
er's church, and suffer from the crashes of bis
I 3d of August.
thuuder and lightning uutil he heartily reIn older that tile transfer to Aquia Creek
might be made as rapidly as possible, I authorpents of his sin^‘
ized Gen. McClellan to assume control of all
^-Xt has been stated that Gov. Stanley
the vessels in the James river aud Chesapeake
has refused to call a convention for the uomiBay, of which there was then a vast fleet.—
The Quartermaster-General was also request- j natiou of Congressional candidates in North
ed to send to that point all the transports that
j Carolina, but the Progress of the 28th ultimo
conldbe procured. On the 5th I received a
I says he stands ready—the editor is warranted
from
dated
the
Gen.
McClellan,
4th,
protest
against the removal of the army from Harri- in saying—to designate a day for the election
of Representatives, upon being requested
son's Landing, a copy of which is annexed,
marked Exhibit Xo. 1, with my reply on the
thereto by any considerable uumberof citizens.
6th, marked Exhibit Xo. 2. On the 1st of
August I ordered Gen. Burnside to immedigambler has published, in the St.
ately embark his troops at Xewport Xews, Louis Republican, a warning to all those who
transfer them to Aquia Creek, aud make posiare tempted with cards.
He states that one
tion opposite Fredericksburg.
This officer
manufaeturer of curds in New Y’ork city makes
moved with great promptness, and reached
eight different sets of playing cards, each
Aquia Creek on the night of the 3d. His having a system of marking on the backs
were
and
the
trantroops
immediately landed,
i which enables the initiated to read from the
bucks the different kind of card, as easily as
sports sent back to Gen. McClellan.
About this time I received information that
from tile face. That is the way greenhorns
the enemy was preparing a large force to drive
are robbed.
back Gen. Pope, and attack either Washing^^“■Last Friday, William H..aged 10 years,
ton or Baltimore. The information was so diand Ida E., aged 8 years, ID months, only chilrect and trustworthy that I could not doubt its
dren of Clark Hutehins, of this city came to
; correctness.
This gave me serious uneasiness
their death by drowning. They were, in comlor the safety of the capital and Maryland, aud
pany w ith other children, at play on the ice
1 repeatedly urged upon McClellan the necesw hich hud totaled over the water in one of the
sity of promptly moving his army so as to
excavations, made by quarrying granite,in the
form a junction with that of Gen. Pope. The
evacuation of Harrison's Landing, however, j pasture back of the “reservoir, when the ice
gave way and the two children above named
was not commenced till the 13lb, eleven days
fell in and were both drowned.—[Biddeford
alter it was ordered.

I gress, and because it “destroyed confidence in
the President’s honesty and capacity.” That

said, abolitionism, ns defast becoming respectable. Of

the late members

sponded to.
called by the

Proclamation, believing as lie did,
that the Government, in executing its provisions, was acting in obedience to the principles
of a great moral law which is always productive of happy results.
Chas. P. Kimball opposed the proclamation,
because, in his opinion, it could do the rebels
no harm nor the slaves
any good; because it

were

a mass

AND

_DIED.

iously illustrated by a recent address of Governor Brown of Georgia to the
planters of that 2 mouths.
lu York Nov 9th, of dropsy, Mrs. Eliza, wife
of Mr
State. The Governor -ays:
Geo Young, aged 55 years 4 mouths.
“If tlie enemy should take Savannah it would
In Gardiner, of diptheria, Charles
son of
Henry,
!
he made a safe place of refuge for all slaves
Benj. and Anna M. Haines, aged *> years.
lu Baltimore, of chronic diarrhea, Mr.
who may attempt to leave their masters and go ;
Eugene D
Burns, of Farmingdale, Me., private in 11th Me. K
to the enemy this winter,and the planters of this
aged la years.
State mus* lose a much larger number of slaves
In Brunswick Nov. 25th, John II., son of James
Haniinond, aged 9 years 14 din s.
titan are now required to complete all necessary
In Paris, France. Nathaniel "miow, Esq., ol Brunspreparations for her defence.”
wick, Me., aged —.
The Governor goes on to show that Lhe slaves
In Paris, Me., Nov 20th, Lillian 31., only child of
should la* at once employed in strengthening Charles H and Cordelia 31. Young, aged 3 years.
lu
Buckiield Nov 27th. Emma F., youngest daughtlie defences of the city, and expresses a hope
ter of Deeriug and Folly Mayhcw, aged 8 years 4
that “live
will be tendered in ten
months.
thoqgaml
In liallowell Nov. 24th, 3Irs. Lizzie Nichols, of
days.” There is no word of direct reference to
the President's Proclamation in this address;
Fittstou, aged 33 years.
tlie
Governor
fears
tlie
yet
evidently
approach
ofthe first of Januery with its contingent proIMPORTS.
babilities of stain pedes ol slaves anil untold troubles to .-laves owners. The apprehensions of
ST JOHN NB—Br sch Julia Anderson—2000 box
the rebels are well founded. That risky speshooks, to N J Miller.
cies of property which possesses legs and brain
is likely to prove altogether too “portable” for
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
tlie comfort of the masters. Tlie proclamation
Saturday.December 6
is not a nullity.—JVVuj York Pont,
I
SUN.
HIGH WATER.
Rises.. .7.15 1 Sets. .4.28 | Morn’g 10.42 | Even’g 11.06
it
lias
lieen
discovered
of
that
one
the
I'JT”
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
chief causes of the sickness in tlie army is the

is rumored that General McClellan is

orders of the General-in-chief have been re-

to the

fence

have
is

political

ORIGINAL

impressions
disposition of the Executive, and
the Department, towards the Army of the Peninsula, and the promptness with which the

characteristic speech, and gave in his adhe-

feet of our victorious armies.

But

her and all of her

public opinion, and

Wiiat Tirsy Fear.—The vaticinations ofthe
Richmond papers concerning the probable
elicit ofthe l'reaident’s Proclamation are cur-

cross till the
2(>th of October, and then at Berlin,
'fids passage occupied several days, and was
completed about the ;id of November. What
caused him to change his views, or what his
plan of campaign was, I am ignorant, for
al>out this time he ceased to communicate with
me in
regard to his operations, sending his reports directly to the President. On the 5th
iust., I received tlie written order of the President relieving Gen. McClellan and placing
Gen. Burnside in command of the army of the
Potomac. The order was transmitted by a
special messenger, who delivered it to Gen.
McClellan at Rectortown on the 7th.
^~

lation to tiic

eud of our government.
J. T. Walton hung out the banner of his
convictions as to the two political parties in a

Dr. Bellows

pation of the slaves of rebels is demanded as a
necessity of the war,then all the tribes of sham
democrats and rebel sympathizers combine to
denounce him as an abolitionist; and this word
has really become the mad-dog cry by which
attempts are made to disparage and to bring
Into disrepute every man who contends that
ilavery has no superior claims to respect, and
that if it stands in the way of preserving the
Union or of maintaining the authority of the
government, it should be trampled beueath the

rect

lic mind of

opposed to me rrociamation, oecause
lie believed it would, in its results, prove the

of

Dromnted the nresent rebellion, that it is the

“great

on

1

stood that this report is from the highest otticlal source, its statements will do much to cor-

nc was

guilty
underrating
majesty
white humanity, and is to be taunted as a
“uiggerite” and an advocate of negro equality
with the cultivated races of Europe and America. If he believes that slavery tends to destroy the moral forces of a nation, and to enervate the industry of a people in whose midst it
is operative, then he is to be stigmatized as an
abolitionist. If he believes that slavery lias
of

in the argu-

either thieves or traitors. Massachusetts would
starve on the compliments which Mr. Emery

enslave the black than the native

African lias to enslave the

a report to the Secretary of War in relation to the military operations in Virginia, and a few extracts will lie
read with peculiar interest. When it is under-

of them giving zest to the entertainment—the
only irritatiou produced was to excite the participants to sharper thrusts, without hostile
feelings.
The discussion was opened by Mr. O. S.
Beale, who made a spirited reply to the arguments used against his remarks the previous
evening, and gave his opinion as to the merits
of the two political parties. lie was succeeded
by Mr. J. T. Emery, who in sustaining the
negative, severely censured the administration,
contending that the course it had pursued had
divided the North, and he. was able to prove
that those composing the administration were

are

natural laws, and

erroneous

I have to fe-

Major Gen. Hal leek's Report.

of their opponents. It was galifying to
notice, however, that although many very
sharp things were said on both sides, some c
them touching personal political records, past
professions compared with present conduct,
party inconsistencies and misdemeanors,—all

political economists. If a man now
repeats with emphasis the doctrines of the

to

or

they are not,

Gen. llalleck has made

ments

soundest

is

the

as

seemed to them wild

and reverence of the wisest statesmen and the

Independence—that

ell

but if

j
j

licitate them upon my late remissness.
Skirmisher.

sjieakers, evidently anticipated some
lively demonstrations, and they W'ere not disappointed. The discussion was not confined
strictly to the question, the debaters claiming
the privilege to go aside to refute whatever
w

Abolitionism, as defined by sham democrats
and their allies, Is becoming a very respectable
thing. They stigmatize as abolitionists all
who do not acknowledge the righteousness of
slavery, its coinpatihility with divine ordination, its perfect harmony with republican institutions and its just claims upon the respect

Declaration of

regularity ;

with great earnestness
sevpral sessions.
The auditors, as

through

city.

Abolitionism becoming

reg.
If my desultory communications are of any
value or interest to your readers, I have to
make iu some sort an apology for my late ir-

been continued

has

-—-

The Portland Daily Press hae the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the

C, 12tli

large ami interested audience gathered in
the (Library Room of the Mechanics’ Association on Thursday evening, to listen to the
debate on the President’s Proclamation, which
A

MAISE

--«#♦»■

Edward Pillsbury, Scarboro, 2d Lieut., Coj He, however, did not begin to

Debate ht Mechanics’ Hail.

THE DAILY PRESS.

an

Bark Pilot Fish, Haven. Matanzas, by Geo S Hunt
Brig Col W Coggins, Coggins, Havana. J D Lord.
Brig C B Allen, Kay, Havana. Chase Bros A Co.
Sch Noel, (Br) Masters, Windsor NS, by master.
Sch Thrasher, (Br) Card, Windsor NS.’
Sch L W Pierce, Loriug, New York, H G York k

to

Sou.
Sch Globe, Snowman, Boston, U I Robinson.

Sold in New York by Hall k Rcchel.21« Greenwich street; in Bostoii by U*o. C. Ooodwijt k Co..
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by U. 11. HAY, Portl*od.
deed

The Penobscot river, for about two miles below

Bangor, was closed by ice on Wednesday night.
Twenty-one schooners are frozen in at Bangor, twelve

of which were loaded and ready to sail. The amount
of potatoes on board exceeds 90,000 bushels.
Efforts
are making to cut these vessels out, but it is doubtful
of success unices the weather moderates. The following list is giveu in the Whig: Sclis Kubico, Bri.'liaut,
Amaranth, Concern, Globe, aud Saxon, of Boston;
Majestic, of Portland: Maggie Belle, aud U K Dunton, of Baltimore; Caroline, of Kocklaud; Senator,
and Star, ol Deer Isle; Beil Rock, of Stockton; Columbia, of New Haven; Ada S Wiswell, New Globe,
L D Wentworth, Wi'liam. and BenJ Willie, of Winterport; Julia, and Mary, or-; the two latter to
winter.

House Wanted.
to porchM*.
hou« in the western
WANTEDpart of the City, iu the vicinitv of State, WinBrackett
»

ter, or
Streets. A two storied house with a
good lot would be preferred. Any person who has a
and convenient house for sale in that locality,

1;oodabout 98,000, will please address
or

Portland, Dec. 6th,

BuX 2079, POST-OFFICE.

1862.

dtf

STATEMENT oe the condition

disasters.
Bark Canada, at Matanzas 24th alt, from Portland,
lost mod of her deck load, having had heavy wea-

-OF

ther on the passage.
Bark Autietain, before reported sunk near Lewes.
Del., remains in the same position and will most
likely prove a total wreck.

TUX-

Springfield
Fire and Marine

Insurance Co.

or SPBINUFIE1.D. MASS.,
On the First day of November. 1862. in conformity
with the Laws of the State of Maine.

domestic: ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 2d inst, (by tel) ship Tempest, Whitney, Philade’phia.
BALTIMORE—Cid 2u, ship Ellen Stewart, Coffin,
Rotterdam.

Capital Stoek,
Surplus,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, brig Russian, Tooth-

aker. Alexandria.
Cid 3d. bark Couraut, Oliver, Montevideo; sch Argus Eve, fowi.send. New Orleans.
Cid 3d. bark Vivid Light, Eld ridge, London; sch

all

paid up,

8200,000 00
190,681

83^ ^ ^

Assets

as

follow*

:

Cash.
Cash in hands of A gents in course
of transmission,
915,400 U.8. 7.80 Treasury Notes,
flO.nOO U. 8 6 per cent. Certificates of Indebtedness,
86,000 L\ S. 6 per cent. Coupon
Bouds. 1881,

Gergic Deering. Pinkliain. Portland.
ELIZA BETH PoRT—Cid 1st, sch Caroline Knight,
Wilson, New Haven.
ALBANY—Ar 2d, sch Sea Witch, Tyler, Brookhav eii.
N EW

6,986 98
16.872 82

16,01600
10,000 00

•

YORK—Ar 3d. ship William Woodbury. McLellau, Bremen 60 days; schs Turner. Crowell, Fail
6.200 00
Real Estate owned by the ComRiver; Louit* Lyer, Jaiucson, Kondout for Boston;
Ada Herbert. Danvers.
83,820 69
pany, unincumbered,
Loans on Mortgages or Real EsCid 3d, brig Sarah Wooster, Lord, Boston; sclis
tate, within the l oinmou wealth
Cathaiiue, Eaton, and Louisa D>er. J a meson, Bosof Massachusetts,
ton; Astoria, Muith, aud DAE Kelley, do.
80,473 59
1207 shares Bank Stocks, as per
Cid 4th, ship Meicury, French, for Havre; bark
schedule.
124,206 50
Brothers, Marriuer, Cienluegos; brig G E Prescott,
I 688 shares Railroad Stocks,
Pendleton, Boston.
76,760 uQ
Railroad Bonds,
PROVIDENCE—Ar4th, sch Leo, Gordon, from
7,660 00
i Loans ou Persona] and Collateral
Rockland.
8.842 62
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, Julia A Rich, Waugh, from
Security.
All other Securitise,
Ellsworth for New York; Com Kearney. Brewster,
6,364 18
Kocklaud for do; Leo, Gordon, do lor Providence,
aud all sld 3d.
8390,631 83 390,581 98
The wind bound vessels which sailed 3d inst, are
Pxr Contra
nearly all becalmed between Point Judith and Block
All outstanding Claims,
827,904 06
Island.
No other liabilities to Banks or IndividEDGARTOWN-Ar 2d. sclis Mary Louisa, Varuals
Office
except
Expenses.
nuiu, Rockland lor New York; £>arah, Holden. New
Amount at risk, Nov. 1, 1862,
820,589.587 28
York for Rockland; Gertrude Horton, Jameson, do
Amount necessary to rt-ii.sure the above,
84.866 42
for Portland; Lucy Ames, Uoibrook, Etuiadelphia
WM. CONNER, Jr., Secretary.
[Signed]
for do.
Commonwealth
of
I
SOMERSET—Ar 3d, sch Golden Eagle, Kelsey, fm
Massachusetts,
I
County of Haiuplen, ss.
Poughkeepsie.
Sworn to before me,
FALL RIVER—Ar3d, sch Wash! ugtou, Ferguson,
Oto. Walker, Justice of the Peace.
Eli/abethport.
(Signed)
N EW BEDFORD—Ar 3d inst, sch Charles Colgate,
Wiggins, Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 3d, schs Warrea, Cousins, arid TeleOffice of the Portland
graph. Mathew*. Bangor.
DANVERS—Ar 1st, sch Accommodation. John105 MIDDLE STREET.
son. Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 4th. ship Stars A Stripes, Cleaves.
issued on Real and Personal property.
C3P*Policies
Rockland; bark Oak. Ryder, Philadelphia: schs C M
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for one, three, or
Bich. Hardy, Charlottetown PEI; Lady ol the Ocean.
five years, very low.
Cudworth,Valais; J Warren, Cousins, Sedgwick;
Cob asset. Cousins, Frankfort.
J. W. UUXGF.R, Agent.
Old 4th. brigs A J Rosa, Small, Cardenas; James
Davis, Davi*. Belfast; schs Mary Staudisb, Higgins,
St Jago; Forest City, Lovell. New York.
Ar 5th. schs Volant Haskeil. and Parau, Clark, fm
Eli/abethport; Northern Chief. McCliutock, Boothbay ; Paste I lane, Cunningham. Belfast.
( id oth. barks Hesper. J C Lord, for Callao; EmSEMI-W EEKLY LINE.
blem, Baker, New Orleans; l'earl, H Harding, do;
brigs Abner Ta> lor.Tapley.Bangor, to load lor Cuba;
Emily, Saunders, Sedgwick; sclis Eliza Ellen.Curtis,
The spleudid and fkst Steamship#
a
m
Portim.d; Pn.u-cnon, Nutter, Machiu*; Neptuue,
-jwafr “CHESAPEAKE,” ( apt. Willett,
Billing*. Treinont.
wTUITT*aiid
PARKERSBURG.” Captain
NEWBLKYPOKT—Ar 3d, sch Post Boy. Tate, fm
raHanSB* Hoffman, will, uutil further notice,
Rockland.
run as follow#:
BATH—Ar 4th, brigs Helen Marr, (Br) Tobin, fm
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESWalton NS: Lincoln webb, Lloyd, Baltimore; sch
DAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Hv
Tantamount, Davis. Providence."
9
North
River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
Cid 4th, brig Forrester, Murry, Vienna Md.
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P.'M

Agency,

fT’pr ntfsmRhin Suximis.

at

New York

These vessels

1

are

fitted ap with tine accommodations

for passenger*, making tins the m«>st speedy, sale and
comfortable route for traveller# betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage 95.00, including Fare and State

At Liverpool Nov 15th, Wisconsin. Scott; C A Farwell. Amusbury, aud B a Kimball, iioeiner, lor New
York.
Eut outward 15th. Golden Horn, Rice, Port Philip;
17th. Tirrell, Morgan, Singapore.
Ar at Falmouth 16th, Mazeppa, Weeks, fm Akyab,
(aud sld 18th lor Loudou.)
Sailed 15th, Arauiede Suow, Thompson, (from Basse! n) for Amsterdam.
Sailed from Bristol 15th, Harvest Moon, Lampher,
for New York.
Ar at Cardiff 14th, Sparkling Wave, Emery, from

Room**
Goods forwarded

by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

John.
si

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
amers a* early as 8 P. M
on the day that tbep

leave Port laud.

For freight or passage applv to
EMi>KY& FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B ( ROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,

London.
New York
dtf
Sailed from Greenock, 15th, Jane Jaggett, LamDec 6. 18 3.
bert. New York.
Ar at Londonderry 12th, Sardinia, Pendleton, fm
Bank Notice.
New York.
Sailed from Queenstown 15th. Elleu Barnard, Coltwo cent tax stamp must be affixed to all
lins. (tin Baltimore) lor Londouderrr.
when
checks and sight drafts or*r tumnty
Sailed Horn Flushing 12th ult, Edwin, Nugent, for ! offered at
any Bank in this city, after Saturday, the
New York.
13th lust., or payment will be refused.
Sailed fm Cadiz 9th ult, Hugh Barclay, Chadwick,
On and after January 1st, the appropriate stamp
New York.
will be required on note* and drafts payable on time.
Ar at Gibraltar 9th ult, H V Baxter. Owen, from
dec5 3weod*
Per order.

THE

Leghorn.

Removal.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed fin Cayene Oct 22d, Y'ouug America, Pearl,
for 1‘arnahiha.
Ar at Havre 15th ult, bark Edwin, Lindsey. New
York.
Ar at Cadiz 9th ult, bark Belle, Moulton, fin New
York.
Sailed fm Gravesend 18th ult, ship Lammergier,
Watts, New York,
Sailed tin Cowes 17th ult, barks Hauptman, aud
Venderluke, tor Portland.
Sailed fm Liverpool 19th, ship S C Grant, Hinckley. tor Boston.
Sailed fm Waterford 15th ult, ship Southern Eagle,
Caldwell, New York.
Sld from Montevideo Oct lid. ship Josiah ltradlee,
Nichols, Boston; 18th, Kate Dyer, Dyer, for-, iu
ballast.
At St Thomas 14th ult, bark Teretm, Foster, from
New York lor Maracaibo.
Ar at Matauzas 23d ult, sch Mohawk, Staples, from

Portland.

Ar at Halifax 19th ult. sch Village Gem,Nickerson,
Boston.
Ar at Yarmouth NS 17th ult, sell Lydia Churchill,
fm Boston, (and cld 20th for Pnbnico.)
Ar 20th. schs Monitor, Churchill, aud Loyal, Davis,

Boston.
Ar

at

St John N B 2 >th

Baugor.

No. 27 Market

1

JR.

Square,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORSAMKSTAL RAIXTISG, such a- Sigus.Curtains. Banners, Landscape*, Figures, FI*>w«A Scroll
Work, Ac.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical hrauch of the business. and several years study
of the higher brandies of the Art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, and be hope* by diligeuce and
constant attention to business, to merit the patronage of tin* public.
tVCARD SIGX3 of all varieties painted to
JOHN B. lit DSON. Jr.,
order.
No 37 Market Square.
dec4 d4vv

Milk Route for Sale.
at this office, or No. 93 Exchange St.,
one can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK
there is not a customer who has
which
in
| ROUTE,”
chance

BY’

inquiry

failed to pay hi*

monthly

bill*.

A favorable

is thus offered to any one who may wish to eugage in
! the business, or to eularge his present “route.”

uovlleodtf

ult, sch lno, Speight, from

SPOKEN.
Oct 10, lat 11 12 N, Ion 25 25 W. bark Cambridge
fm
Sparrow,
Malaga for San Francisco.

HUDSON,

-HAS REMOVED TO—

Baltimore.

Sld 22d, brig Lauraetta, Smith, New Orleans; sch
Ailele. Snow, Havana.
Sailed from do 20th ult, sch Campbell, Fickett, for

B.

JOHN

Oil Hand.
CONSTANT supply of l>«*t Extra Deep Gold
| A Leaf, aud at Ion rate, at
3C JIabkxt Squab.
I

!

i

TOWN.

MATTERS ABOUT

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

Religious Notices.
Her, William li. Hayden will
course of ten discourses to-morrow morning, iu the
New Jerusalem Temple, oh tile Book of Revelations.
Subject of the tirst lecture—Introductory, character
of the Sacred scriptures; reasons lor believing the
Bible a trulv Divine Book—the Word of (iod to men;
the Diviue language, and style of writing; nature of
Inspiration—wherein it consists; how the "Word'
was given to the prophets; a Spiritual Sense throughout every part.—Explanation of the remarkable V tsion in let Chapter or Ezekiel—Why the first tables
of the Law were broken.
comment* *

ryMrr. A. A. Currier, of I.owell, will speak in
Sous of Temperance Hall to-morrow, at 2j and 7
T. M. Free social meeting at lOj A. M.
ir R»r. Mr. Tomlinson, of Connecticut, will
preach at State Street Church to-morrow.
£^“ Divine Service aud a Sermon may be expected
at St. Luke’s church, ou Sunday evening at 7o'clock.

Municipal

Court—Dec. 0.
Mary Ward, a hard case, for drunkenness
and disturbance, was fined $5 aud costs. Coutmitlted.
John Soaper and Mary Soaper, Ids wife,
for drunkenness and disturbance, were lined
$3 aud half the costs each. Committed.
Susan Carr aud Margaret Kyau were comdrunk aud kicking up a
plained of for getting
disturbance. They were committed to jail iu
default ol payment of fines of $3 and hall the
cusls each.
—

New Publications.
Thf. Student's History of France, from
the earliest times to the establishment of the
Second Empire in 1832. New York: Harper & Bros.
In

a

compact volume of 724 pages, handand illustrated with numerous

somely printed,
wood engravings, the publishers have issued a
History of France, written by an English
scholar, long resident in France, and intimately connected with its literature and history,
which, as the preface says, “is intended to supply a long acknowledged want iu our literature,
namely, a History of France Incorporating the
researches of reeeut historians, and suitable
for tbe higher forms in Schools, and for Students at the Universities.”

Augustus Robinson, No. 51 Exchange street,
has it.
L AMP ANI) ULTPOST ULTY FOB

is the title of a

INFANTRY,"
neat little pocket volume issued

by the Harpers. It contains much valuable
information, both to officer and soldier, such as
“Staudiug Orders,” "Extracts from the Revised Regulations for the Army,” “Rules for
Health,” Ac. Brig. Gen. Butterfield is the
author of it. For sale by A. Robinson, No. 51
Exchange street.
Portland Benevolent Society.—This
old and time-honored

society will hold its usanniversary meeting on Sunday evening
next, at the meeting-house of the First Pal ish.
The Rev. Mr. Belles.will deliver the address,
ual

and a contribution will be taken up to aid the
society in its most useful and charitable exerServices will commence at 7 o'clock.

tions.

eve\i\g

society for the ensuing
year are:—Rev. Dr. Dwight, President; Wm.
Willis, Vice President; Wm. W. Thomas,
Treasurer; Martin Gore, Secretary; who,
with the following, are Managers of the charity : Charles S. Daveis, Itev. Dr.Chickering, Nathan Cummings, James B. Calioon, Rev. Mr.
Stebbins, Eben Steele, and N. F. Deering.
For more than half a century this society
has steadily and benefic eutiy pursued its annual course, never faltering in its efforts to relieve the deserving objects of its charity. It
still goes on, and will as ever rely upon the
seasonable contributions of a liberal public to
enable it to afford duriug the present winter
all needful relief.

cy-

clip

the

following list of promo- j
Regiment, U. S. Infantry, now stationed at Fort Preble, from a
General Order issued from the War Depart-

TO THE

papers.

Portland

;

Negotiations between the Rebel Leaders and
Northern Democrats.—Subscription tor the
English Operatives.—Special Cabinet Meeting.

Daily

Press.

FROM WASHINGTON.

New York, Dee. 5.
meeting of theCluunber of Commerce
yesterday afternoon, fg(!S,200 were subscribed
and a skip offered hi carry grain and provisions to tlie suffering English operatives.
The Times’ Washington dispatch says a
special cabinet meeting was held yesterday,
which, occurring only one day in advance of
the regular meeting, is regarded as an event of
At a

Reply

Reported Capture

Committeo on the Conduct of the War Ferretting out Delinquents.

j

I

i
i
;

|
!
j
1

New York, Dec. 5.

following:

Headquarters Army of tlie I’otoinac, Dec.
4th.—It is rumored that a train of wagons
loaded witli ordnance stores, en route via Occoqtian and Stafford, lues been raptured near |
the former place.
Nothing had been heard j
from the train late last evening, and it is feared ;
!
the report may lie true.
Many of our batteries have been protected i
by earthworks, and extensive fortifications
commanding tlie enemy’s position are ap-

j

proaching completion.
The Times’ corres]>ondent

at headquarters
says tlie result of Gen. Burnside's interview
with the President is that he will now be let
alone, and be allowed to follow out his own
plans in his own way, free from bureaucratic
dictation at Washington, and is confident that
he will have from tlie government all the assistance he asks for.

Inquiry.

Fitz John Porler.

of a Wagon Train by the
Rebels,

The ncrald has the

President

Testimony of Gen. Pope at the trial of

a

New York, Dec. 6.
A Suffolk letter of the 3d Inst, to the Herald, states that Col. Spear, with 300 cavalry,
was sent
to Cassville. where, on Tuesday
morning, he was attacked by 700 rebels. Col.
Spear's men were at breakfast, but at the first
signal of danger the 300 men were in saddle,
and, led by their gallant Colonel, dashed out
of the camp to meet the foe.
The rebel force was not prepared for the
fierce charge of the 11th Pennsylvania cavalry, and gave way like a flock of sheep, ami
A more eoinple rout
sought safety in flight.
of an assailing lorce has not probably taken
place since the commencement of the war.
The enemy's force was estimated at some
eight hundred strong, and had attached to it a
section of the famous Rocket Battery. In the
fearful onslaught of our forces the rebels became panic stricken, and had not time to save
their efiective means of defence, the Rocket
pieces, which fell Into our hands almost without a struggle, with the horses, ammunition,
accoutrements, and everything necessary to
their service.

to

The McDowell Court of

11.

Gallant Action of Federal Cavalry with
Superior Rebel Force.

of Gen. Scott

Buchanan.

unusual interest.
The Tribune's Washington correspondence
contains the lollowing statements: Dr. Barney, a citizen of Baltimore, was recently taken
by tlie rebel pickets nem Ceutreville, and forwarded to Richmond. He has since stated
that lie went in their way for the express purpose of being captured. While in Richmond,
where lie lias acquaintances, he had frequent
interviews with the confederate cabinet, and
was admitted into many of the secrets of the
rebel programme. When the time arrived for
his departure North, he was sent for by Judah
P. Benjamin, who handed him letters addressed to Gov. Seymour of New York, Fernando
and Ben. Wood, Vallandigham and Cox of
OhifT. Senator Bayard of Del., Keverdy Johnson is Md., and a number of oilier democratic
leaders in tile Northern and Border States.—
In tlie verbal instructions given to Dr. Barney,
no terms were asked for.
Tlie Southerners
told him they would consent to no terms—that
if not admitted into the Union again as equals,
they would uot come in at all. What they
ask is tlie granting of an amnesty to all tlie
military and civil leaders of the rebellion, so
that an election for members of Congress can
be made during the coming winter, and that
body be called together at least as early as

The officers of the

We

resolve to stand by him to the last, and never
to leave the Held till he led them off. And
not only there, but on other fields, when the
death shots flew thick and fast, lulling like
hailstones around them, they have seen the
same cool, unflinching courage exhibited, and
they have thus been assured that they had a
leader on whom they could depend in the
hours that tried men’s souls. These are the
qualities, sir, together with many others, which
have endeared you to us, which have commumled our respect and esteem, and prompted
us at this time to
present to you some substantial and worthy testimonial ot our regard
for you. You are now about to leave us, it
may be never to return tons again; and as
you journey toward our dear old native
State, you will carry with you our easiest wishes for your continued health and
prosperity. Should you return to us again, we
will greet you with a most cordial
welcome;
but should a higher and more honorable position await you, be assured, sir, we sliall hear
of your advancement with pleasure,
knowing
you to lie worthy of the honor conferred upon
you.
Receive then, this beautiful sabre, with its
accompanying gifts. Wear it proudly! for
coining, as it does, as a freewill ottering from
these brave men whom you have so long and
so
honorably commanded, you may well be
proud of it. As for us, we know that we are
entrusting if to good and worthy lugids. We
feel assured that it will never he drawn in an
unworthy cause, and that it will never be
sheathed until the glorious Union for which
we have been so
long lighting sliall once more
be restored in all its former pride and
glory,
more Ilrmly cemented by the blood of the
brave men who have fallen in its defense.—
And when the Inst gun of this sad war shall
have been fired, and peace shall once more return to bless our
country, when the glorious
old Star Spangled Banner sliall once more
wave in triumph over
every inch of our soil
then may you return to your peaceful home,
and share a nation’s gratitude.
May you bear this gift witli you; may you
ever
faithfully preserve it, and may you live to
show it to your children’s children, as a proof
of the esteem and affection of the brave soldiers who fought under you for their
country’s
rights in the Great Rebellion.

been arrest-

!

ment, Nov. 1, 1862: First Lieutenant William
J. Moorhead, to be captain, June 27, 1862,vice

Dodd, killed in battle. First Lieutenant Nathaniel Prime, to be captaiD, August 9, 1862,
vice Morley, resigued. First Lieutenant Edward P. Pearson, Jr., to be captain, August
16, 1862, vice Kennedy, resigned. Second
Lieutenant John S. Knapp, to be first lieutenant, J line 27, 1862, vice Moorhead, promoted.
Second Lieutenant Lewis H. Sanger, to be
first lieutenant, August 9, 1862, vice Prime,
promoted. Secoud Lieutenant William 11.
Chamberlin, to be first lieutenant, August 16,
1862, vice Pearson, promoted.
Pedlar Arrested.—City Marslial Huse

yesterday

arrested a

from house to house

receiving
duced

a

pedlar who
selling glass

ware, aud
payment in rags, Ac. The man proUnited States license for peddling

which he had obtained at

told that this

was

that in order to

he

must

going

was

He was

Augusta.

of no avail to him

peddle

in this

city

here;

or

county

obtain a license from the

County

When ready to leave his goods would be
stored to him.

re-

Professor Briggs’ Readings.— There
not such an audience at Mechanics’ Hall
last evening as the readings of Professor
Briggs deserved. His recitations were admiwas

rable, especially

those from “Pickwick” and

“Les Miserables.”

We hope

at

the next enter-

tainment the hall will he filled.
which to some extent

prevailed

last

avoided, aud the reader
subjects with more, spirit.

will thus be
into his

The echo,

evening,

will enter

Large Rebel Army from ArMississippi.
Cairo, Dec. 4.

The Memphis papers say that (ten. Holmes
crossed from Arkansas to Mississippi at Vicksburg, last week, with a force estimated at forty thousand.
Guerrillas are still very troublesome in the
city ot Memphis. They continue to burn cotton and press men into the retiel service.—
They have picked up a number of stragglers
from our army.
Tlie expedition which left Helena lasf week
is said to number 20,000 men, and will move
overland toward Grenada.
Another

Report

about

Stonewall Jackson.

Philadelphia, Dec. 4.
Tlie Washington Star of this evening has
tlie following:
“Fairfax iitatian. Dec. .3—P. if.—There is
no news from our front.
A man lias arrived
in our lines from New Orleans, witli a pass
from Gen. Butler, lie came via Richmond
and Gordonsvillc-to Madison Court IIouse,and
says that a part of Jackson’s forces were at
tlie latter place a week ago, and went thence
to LibertylMills, where they encamped next

~y~Bangor
making merry about

We trust he will receive this year at least
sufficient amount to cover expenses.

a

M.
Military.—A company of the U. S.

17th

Infantry, from Fort Preble, passed down Middle street yesterday afternoon, on the double
quick. Their movements were regular, and
attracted the attention of our citizens.

^F“The Discussion of the President's proc-

flBiation

will be continued

to-night by the
members of the Mercantile Library Association, at their hall, corner of Middle and Plum
streets.

Army Rolls.—Mr. J. B. Man-field, who
published the army rolls of the regiments at

Bangor and Augusta,

is

getting up
roll of the 7th Maine
regiment, which will
published in a few days.
a

Steamer New England.—We
stand this steamer will
trip for the season
on

Thursday

similar
be

under-

probably make her last
Eastport and St. John

next.

£y“The U. S. District Court met yesterday
and, after calling the docket, and defaulting a
few cases, adjourned to Tuesday next.

New York Market.
New York. Dec. 5.

Colton—dull; Rales (500
uplands.

bales

at

67}

fur

midtiling

Flour—State and Western le«s active and 5 @ 10c
lower; Superfine State 5 85 @590; Extra do 600
610; Round Hoop Ohio 6 80 ^ 6 85; Superfine Western 580 a 6 40; Southern less active; mixed to good
0 75 aj 7 <50; Fancy aud Extra 7 10 m 9 00; Cauada
aud 5 & 10c lower; Extra 6 108 25.
heavy
Wheat—less active and lc lower; Chicago spring
120 a 1 26; Milwaukee club 1 24 a 1 33: Amber Iowa
1 34 ,«j 1 37: Winter Red Western 1 4o & 1 43; White
Canada 1 58.
Corn—without
(« 75.

at

Reef—more active; Country Mess 8 00.5) 10 75.
Pork—without material change; Mess 13 25*1.13 37.
Sugars—firm; Kew Orleans 9} ^ 11; Muscovado

8J.
Coffee—active; Rio 30}

'a 32.
Molasses—dull aud
; l’orto Rico 34.
flour Is 9d vO, 2s; grain
Freights to
8d in bulk and
bags.
Wool—low fleece dull; hue and medium fleece in
moderate deniaud; sales 75,OK) lbs at 60 & 68.

heavy
Liverpool—dull;
ship's

liudsou,.
from which we may make
Erie preferred,.
when we can find nothing more !
Erie.
“funny” to publish,) inserted in all tlie papers United States demand notes.
Tennessee 6’s,.
of "Southern proclivities,” with Uighlaluten
Missouri 6’s.
editorial laudations of the excellence of that

republican (!) concern. What is still more
“funny" is to notice that these immaculate

democratic aiders of the Southern confederacy cannot speak favorably of the Advertiser
without a characteristic fling at tlie Portland
Press—a paper that lias so taken tlie wind out
of llie sails of the Advertiser that it is comto resort to the blowing of every secession sheet in the Slate in order to keep its rags
flapping. Tlie Press has reasons for congratulation that it enjoys the cordial hate of all
such lovers of the Portland Advertiser.—I Hallowell Gazette.

the Oxford Democrat.

and extravagance have not ceased with the
war.
1 heard of a young Richmond belle,
yesterday, just aliout to lie married, who paid

bonnet, $50 for a second, and $45
for a third, for her nuptials. This is none of
Dixie’s business, but the young bride had far
better have given two-thirds of the money to
$85

for one

cover

the feet of the soldiers than her own

pretty head.

J3P“The business of counterfeiting rebel
Treasury notes, lately detected at Richmond, was traced to some negroes who were
engaged to sweep out the treasury department.
One stole the blanks, while another
filled up and signed them
State

Naval.—Rear Admiral Porter has pronounced the gunboat Eastport unseaworthy,
and she is to be immediately put out of com-

mission,

and her officers and crew
effective craft.

placed

on

some more

E^~The New York Herald has raised its
price to three, cents a copy. The New Bedford Mercury has also increased its
price to
three cents.
The Case of Gen. Stone.—There wan an
omission in the telegram about Gen. Stone.

It should have read that Gen. Hooker’s application was endorsed, “not granted.”

j
]

!

American

Chicago

&

They

—

..

Testimonial to Cnpl. MeGilvery.

The Sixth Maine Battery,

now

liny,

rials.

These

gifts

came

FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

or

With

ami

a

very

flattering

it is to

Hold in Portland
oc25

ry life, to step aside from the customary occuof a soldier, occupations which tend in
a great degree to blunt and repress his finer
feelings, and to attend to those pleasant duties, which are calculated to awaken the more
tender emotions of the heart.
I have Itecn designated by my comrades to
present their gilt to you; and I undertake the
duty with considerable, embarrassment, knowing that there are many among them who
would do it much more fittingly; but I assure
you, sir, there is not one who would do it more
heartily or cordially. It is now nearly a year
that we have been associated together as a military company. During that time we have
passed through many scenes of hardship and
We have
exposure, danger and fatigue.
passed through them together. You, sir, have
ever been as a comrade w illi us, never shrinking from any hardship, nor flinching from any
danger, cheerfully sharing with us all the perils and privations of a soldier's life.
I know, sir, that on occasions like this it is
customary to speak in terms of compliment,
and sometimes of flattery. But it is no stereotyped compliment, no empty tribute of praise
which 1 would pay to you. When 1 speak of
your bravery in the field, and of your untiring exertions to raise this battery to a high
standard of military excellence and efficiency,
my words find a ready and hearty echo in the
hearts of these brave men around you. When
they look back and remember the hard-fought
field of Cedar Mountain, when the old Sixth
Battery was baptized in blood, they remember
that their honored commander was with them
there in the very van of the tight, calmly and
coolly directing their movements, encouraging
them to do their duty like brave men, and by
his actions more than his words nerving, their
hearts to deeds of valof, and causing them to

by

WATERHOUSE.

EMERY &

fE

X

Will be

JUIANCE

f

v

under the

a FEW DATS

and

a

!

Oct.27.—dtf

a

Two Lots of
street.

If BRADRURY,.NE W

STATE OF

of

Streets, dimctlv
Enquire at office of

i
I

Augusta, Nov. 29, 18*52.
GENERAL ORDER NO. 61.
COMPANY of Cavalry will be enlisted in this
State, to servo for three Tears, or duriug the war
unles* sooner discharged, to be attached to a Cavalry
Regiment now being raised in the New England
States, and intended for the expedition under Gen.

;

Ladies’

pations

A. D.

REEVES,

98

E

|

what it

now

So. S

BAILEY &

BOOKS,

NOYES,

HI

Bailey
F. W. BAILEY.

Have
and

ALSO,

A

FULL

Latest

Gentlemen’s

FURS!

Goods A Chemicals.

stock in this

department
complete,
used in the art.
OURprising every article
is

MORRISON & CO.,
2(3. Market

com-

FI.OTIIING,

FURSm

Furs,

j. w.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
W.

to

W.

and

repaired.

order.

HALE.

merchants,

AND DEALERS IN

and Cabin

—

die* w, a* and invite all his old camoaicra
ami the public generally to giv e them a call u haneverthey <u*#ire to rcplenteh their “uudcr«taudings."
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
h Gibbs SEWING-MACH IN E$. au>r>-«jnd

jo!29dftwlv

this

admitted

equal
under

KINO, BUTLER & THURLOW,
No. 103 Commercial St., Portland, We.
A. S KINti,
A. BITLKR.
Cl Kl S TUI RLOW.

Portland. Not. 7th. HM.
uov8 d4w

It lock,

Pbeal Estate,
UVTEST1BMT9 !

PORTLAND. ME.

(IREIT CHAM'S FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!
PATTERNS !

For

Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.

(1* L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange St.
notifi eodtf

20 HOUSES, at price# from *1000 to *6000.
100 HOUSE Li)IS, at prices from *200lo SSOO0.
2.00o.u00 feet of FLATS.
1,000.000 feet of LAND

2

Burnside Eating Saloon!

STORE LUTS

on Commercial Street.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.f

Ur Staib*.

nov27dtf

Nhirtw,

JOSEPH P. TAYLOR
respectfully inform Ids
WOULD
tl
ilutt la* has
public generally,

friend* and tho
the above

opened

Saloon,

a

ISTew

Long WhM,

variety of EATABLES to

Drug Store!
A

taken store.

& Commission

dispensary

CHICAGO.
FRANKLIN CARTER.

References—J. B. Brown ft Son, Portland.
W. W. Thomas,
"
A. K. Shurtleff,
"
S. J. Smith,
W. J. Emmet, New York.
Harris, Hoyl ft C’o., Philadelphia.
dec2 dftw3w21

TIIItOLtall TICKETS
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts of
the WEST and SOLTH and NORTH WEM, via. all
the most popular routes and at the lowest Boston
W. 1). LITTLE, Agent.
rates, for sale by
dtf
Odt.2.
Office 31 Exchange £>t.

Je24tf

DOLE

A-

THOU. H. POOR.

Market Stjuare,

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

POOIt,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the
purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market adonis, and a careiul attention
in the
department, to merit the couhdeuce
of the public.

27

Order# roepectfhlly solicited by Mrs Moffott, who
will par personal attention to the *ame
aul2eodtf

^
THOS. G. LORING,

at-

A potlieoar y

,

AND-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,
Devote*

personal

attention to

the

TKUSSk'" to Adults and Children.

application

o

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINOS constantly ou hand.
Hm? Poor liberally considered.
ieoclS

MOODY,

GENERAL

Commission
AND

Merchants,

WHOLESALE

FLOUR, CORN

DEALERS IN

AND

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

PRODUCE,

No. 5 Galt Blook Commercial Street,

FI KN I SUING

ANDREW
June 23

T. DOLE.

NOODT.
eodtf

FRANKLIN C

OK. PEKRV

HAYING

returned from tin Army, amin tender*

his professional sen ices to the people of Portland and vicinity.
11 is experience—while absent—in PRACTICAL
SC ROE It r, warrant* him in calling attention to
this bianch.
Residence and Office—71 Free Street.
uov 27 dtf

CUTTING and
MAKING ROYS’ GARMENTS, by
attention riven to

A. D. REEVES,
98

Residence

stantly

COFFINS

one

CASKETS,

else.

IM2-

Aug

JAMES

P. SLEEPER.

Tailor,

Oval, Square or Eltfiiir»l frimn. with
Rosewood, IV.aek Walnut or l.i’t rinish made
order, of any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
elates re-»et In old fiame-. by
MORRISON k C'O.. 2d. Market Square.

\\r'Tl.
It

to

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, Aug. 6.1802.

AND

Now in Uh©,
And will make ° order anything of this kind thak
mav be orderea, *t short notice. from the cheapest to
thevKUY nn»r. By giving «m strict and unabiried
attention to the uiaautactaiiug. lining and tnuumug
of 11*• above, 1 can furuish t .em c caper than anj

I’ler and mnnile ntrron.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

PARTICULAR

UNDERTAKER,
Exchange Street, Portland,
rear of 411
Congress street, keeps conon hand all the various kinds or

No. Ill

PORTLAND. Me.

Merchants,

NO. 24 RIVER STREET,

MRS. A. MOFFOTT’S,

No.

15

CUAR. F. CKOftXAN.

N,

EV Remember the place,

to

X©.
Middle Street.
HAVE
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public
tention to their
aud well selected stock of

Ale.

CLINTON IT ItBhll A COm

G F N T I. F. M E

IF

order. Day and Evening.
He hope* by good attendance to business, and polite attention to customers, to merit a share of public
novl4 dlw*
jiatronage.
served

Shirt*.

you want a cheap and Perfect String shirt. please
lca.c vonr nnn-un- fur Sir*. A Mol FtflT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirt*, made from the best clulha,
and good etr«tom work, at the very lowest prices.

T^To. ol Fore Street,
where may be found
gratify the appetite.

d&wtiniT

CLINTON FURBISH.

u

the firm style of

FLUID. KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

Stores,

%• Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.

TO

W. PERKINS A UK,

TOS’S BI.O( 'A',

and

Forwarding

OP,

Shaw & Co.)
No. 89 MIDDLE STREET,
E.

day
I’artner iu the dno of Kino k Ruti.ek
CTRL’S
The hudne*# of the firm wiU be conducted

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

JOSEPH HALE.

August2, 18^2.

1.0 Till*

(Former!}

f

large

YEATON,

hathaw.it

Maine State Agent, Ifajhington, D. C

mA* u.»nal.keen« constantly supplied with fre§h
Sll and lA-liioitable lWH)TS *aud SHOES, in c'erv variety and style tor
gentlemen '* and lae

TJBBERSj

(’ROSM4N

uov27 4\vedis

MO CL

ItriDt

Communications to b« addmard

—

FOR SALE AT SHAW’S.

Square.

Oilt Frames.
NOR PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or stylo desired -latest patterns and best
workmanship—made to order by
MORRISON 8c CO., 26, Market Square

I

OF THE

River Sable

ComiuiNMion

—

lat-

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.

JOHN

I

eiiot<>j.'iiii>lii<

tho

Styles of

altered

AID

of

FURS!!

Furs exchanged,

Ati „\l'I

—

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

House,

and Cassinieres.

Portland,

NOR SALE, in Newcastle, at Damariscotta Mil’s,
about eighty M good seasoned Pine Boards; hits
of Shingles, Laths. &e.: Timber for a small house
frame: a quantity of White Oak Boards aud Plauk,
been kept under cover about eight mouths.
Any one wanting to buv can call on
JAMES MULIGAN,
novlO dtf
On the premises.

RAIVi;

No.

I

Corner Commercial St. and

NOTICE.

95 MIDDLE STREET.

the old stand,

86 Commercial Street, Thoma*

Fine American Snltle Furs!

je2Sdtf

june24dtfw3t

the Custom

STOCK

purchasing ek-ewAere, aid

IIOTICE.

JOHN

HltOWN,

Furnishing Goods,

1-Ship

BUSINESS,

bo fore

ocJSdlf

WHOLESALE DEALEHS IH

receiving

Fancy Dorskius

dly

large*portiou

WC*11 i«

BRIGS, BVI STIFFS, GLASS WIRE,

on hand, and are daily
HOST DESIRABLE STYLES

GOODS,

jor yourtelt !

THl’RLOW

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

Sugar Refinery,

AN

FURNISHING

W. W. LOTHROP.

At 02 Middle Street,

est

Clothing,

Price* to suit the Times !

of the bent qualities, mav be found at LOW
PRICES. The patronage of former customers and
the public generally is respectfully solicited.

JAMES NOYES.

Opposite

RECEIVING

-AND-

SHOES,

Manufacturing and Kepaiuino

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS

Y person having from Five to Ten Hundred
Dollars to invest, may learu of an established
of the citizens of
business, in which a
Portland are interested, which will give constant employment aud pay well, by addressing
decl dtf
Daily PrefS Office.

Cloths,

thoso

The Junior Partner, having purchased
Eaton Shaw’s interest in the Shoe Storo at

BOOK PUBLISHERS,

XCUANGE STREET,

NOTICE.

BAVK BK£X

New and Desirable Styles of

Soldiers’ Relief Association,

R

Noyres,

VEiTOX A

ME.

ROLLINS & BOND

novl7 tl3w

by

STREET, PORTLAND,

AT-

PORTLAND, ME.

BOOTS,

Papers.
Sc

—

YORK

NiVAV FALL. GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

Which they offer it

will continue the business as usual at
where a large assortment of

STATIONERY,

Room

furMM

No. 120 Middle Street.

No. 88 Middle Street,

-AM)-

Fitch and

JOHN It. It It OWN A SONS,

H'h.ch will be wild on the most rrfi&oncU>f<
a 1 before
purchasing elsewhere

nov21

THE

flare one of the largest stock* of Stationery in the
State, bought for CASH O.VL V, and much of it before it advanced in price. Any oue wishing to purchase in quantities, or for their prnatc use, will find
prompt attention and good bargains in

dly

Portland. August 6,1862.

all

copartnership which has existed between tho
subscribers,under the name ofE. SHAW h CO.,
was dissolved ou the 27th ultimo, bv mutual consent.
EATON SHAW.
WM W. LOTHUOr.

EXCHANGE STREET

5* A 3S-

OF-

MI'FFS.

CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, *e., Ac.,

Gold, Silver and Vul-

on

of

ooods,

COLLARS,

ocii tr

FOR SALE AT

Tailor,

CAPES.

lift Middle SI.

IIAhL.

iuserted

Styles

-COS8MTISO

Claypi Bltck, Coupes* Strwt,

Artificial Teeth
canite base.

doe*.

NAVY

■

for

ha* on hand,
from the beet

No. 05.Middle Street.

^Bdentist,

EVERY

which we will sell at price* to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 1U. 1862.
dtf

Habits, Ac.,

fur

SURGEON ft MECHANICAL

MFTSFV

PERRON who ha* occasion to use quantities of Stationery should purchase a year’s
supat once, for it ha* already advance! in price, and
ply
will undoubtedly in six months COST DOUBLE

street,

Hiding

All the Latest

Smdfcwoo

1'ortlnnd. Me.

Cut. made and trimmed

anti

Dissolution of Copartnership.

READY-MADE

Vests, Jackets,

DAY, Jr.,

OPr. OLD CITY

BY-

Pauls,

Manufacturer,
rMTORTllR
and is constantly manat*.*: uring

SKATE, (Patented.)

useful

iit,

120 MIDDLE STREET,

stock,

DR. €. II. OSOOOD,

Envelopes.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

Coals,

Wharf.

Skatotare intended to cover deficiencies
of skates heretofore made, and
especially in Ladies’ and Gents’ tikakes, with the 1'atcnt Ankle Supports. which need only to be seen ami tried to insure
for them a ready sale.
They are made from the best
materials, latest style*, and of superior workmanship. Any person can learn to skate well in les than
one-fourth of the time, by using the Patcn’t Ankle
ClIAS.
nov2#> 3w

LETTER PAPER AND

-A N 1>-

Portland, Atig. 8,1882.

Wharf.

Exchange St.

No. 27

Support—and ther are especially
haviug weak ankles. For sale by

dec4 d&wlw2o

GARDINER A

Tailor,

a. m ^kk

THESE

Bounty
period

DKALEH8 IX-

exchange

s

The large ilou-e on the eorner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently oeeu*
pi»*d by Mrs. C. A. Richards a- a board*
ing house. Possession given imtnodi*
ately. For particulars enquire of
John t
ritorrnit

THE BLONDIN

A

Mkp«kp. Flopt & Fiiyehaving leased mv Mill and !
my nt<»ok and trade, 1 cheerfully recom- !
mend them to my customers.
Portland. Nov.' 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY.

08

to Let.

Something 1STew!

HEAD QUARTERS,

purchased

A. D. REEVES

Vermont Butter.

NO.

in the northerly eorblock, orner of Lon.- and
facing the market. Kent «*w.

dtf

*ame.

OAKAA CO.

fc«3«22

novl.3eod

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,

Sept. 15, l*d2.

aud Kit, of

on

Commercial Street, head of Hobson
I nquire of .1. II. 11 \ MLKN.
Office on Hobson's
sep4tf

oc25 u

ADDISON FltYE.

AND

—A LAO—

Quarter Bb!«„

1

au

To Let.

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Oround Itock Salt, Xc,
AM ARIA H FROST,
I

A It M Y

MACKEREL.
11 u in HBi.s No. i.
JAJVO 1 TOO Bbls. No. 2

ANDERSON.

S. J.

Uoopt‘i*\ Shop

ON

/*r*LTtn\

j

3u 22

as

rommodion* rhatnbor
r|lHF.
X nerot tin* new brick

Banks.
State Bounty of W5 will be paid before the
company leave* the State, to each man who shall enlist
therein during the month of December next, and
Government
of f 100 will b«- paid each at tbo
expiration of the
of hi* enlistment, or, in case
of bis death, to hi* family or heir* at law.
from
a
full
If,
any cause,
company shall fail of being raised, the men will be attached to the Maine
Cavalry Regiment, or to the Maine Batteries of
Mounted Artillery, at their option.
Enlistments will be made in the eastern section of
the State by Henry W. Farrar, Baugor; in the central by F. A. Metcalf, Damariscotta; aud in the western by John L. Meserre, Portland.
By order of the Commander-iu-Chief
JOHN L. ilODSDuN, Adj’t General.

u

OAK A A CO.

O "I Tl'BS Prime, for sale by
— •>
J. EWEEKS fc CO.

TO LET.

MAINE.

Aimutast(iEsrniL’sOrnci,

eod k

TRAF-

the House
Easterly Tenement
Spring
THE
the Rolfo House. Enquire of
Street, known

nov25 4w d& w28

jdlftt

dov 18

127 Middle Street,
N. I. MITCHELL.

Oct. 27 —dtl'

altT

10,(X X)

at

Portland.
nov4eodtf

K

ss

Land,
and one on
Either would be exchanged for a

Milk

liaud.

Commi'rcinl Street,.

l-*r8>- Mrt SmaJ ( OD, rOL*
HARE.Kd H Vl*li' I K.
OAK A A « O.
novlSeod A w3w22

alf

—also—
one on Spring

good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply

YORK.

56, 58 A 68 Exchange St., Cortland.

MERRILL’8 W1IA11F,

Grocer.

To

No. lOO Coramereial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep con-

11 HAD OF

family

Spruce

Every

URE,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Rent low
Enquire of
S. J. ANDERSON, 54 Free St.

kTJlE

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Pianos familiar as “household
words.”
These instrument* sine their own praises. Any
person desirous of obtaining a superior Piano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instruments, as they must and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of these instruments to any and all who
may favor him with a call.
I P*Recollect this is a rare chance, and for a few
E. II. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
l’iauo sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
dec3 dtf

no

ALBERT YYEBB X < 0„

DRV HSU

5O0( ) If.*
,Vj

oc-

HOUSE on the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for

Direct from the manufactory of

style of
X FRYE,

Portland, Nor. 1,1862.

IUI» day, and for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON,
Portland Nov. 3, 18*3.
872 Cuugrcaa Street.
nov6 edlw&eodtf

For Suit*.

choice assortment of

LWRTF.

he tinislied off to the satisfaction of the

sale for

Piano-Fortos,

have taken Store

on

to

NO 152 MIDDLE STREET,

and

name

FROST

50 Union Street.

enpaut. Also the w hole third floor of the Codman
Block, with offices on second floor.
Also two small Stores on Temple street, next above
the Codman Block.

exhibition and for
ONLY, in the Store

on

CO

Vermont Butter,

TO LET.
HR spacious STORE in Codman Block, next to
E. A. Marrett's, or if desired one half of the

same,

A RARE

ft

LBS or TU0SE CU0ICE d>iriu

4(MX)

& TO l.iiT.

mortgage, if desired.
BREED A TUKEY,
dtf

on

Nov. 22.

Pianos, Pianos !

Eo|>ui'|ii4i>hip Votin'.

Mc-

Gilvery’s numerous friends.
Sergeant Wiggiu said:
Capt. McGiltery: We meet you here at this
time to present to you a slight token of our
regard for you, both as a commander, and as a
gentleman. We are happy to meet you on an
occasion like this. We feel that it is pleasant
to break through the dull monotony of milita-

remain

Battervmarch Street,

of

WOODMAN. TBtt

Choice Vermont Butter !

A

—

.corner

MAKERS,

MERCHANDISE

Boston.

V1TE have this day associated ourselves together

memo-

Capt.

MilkStrekt

immediately,

Inquire at

ocW,f

““

ggt.

25 GOOD COAT

Ilousr for Salt*.
TWO story wooden house, nearly new. in good
and
well arranged tor two families, with
repair,
land enough for two more houses, will be sold at a
A
bargain.
large part of tlm purchase money can

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
118

jul30d6iu

from the non-commis-

one

BY

*

received

a

—

of

—OF—

FOrTsALE

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

PARKER,

exchanged.

December 2J.

& !

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.

comer

Hunted

Masaoers-J H BarberJck, \Y H.
Phillips, J.
B. Rack left, C. J. Harris.
Tickets for the Course—•fl‘1.50; Single Tickets 75
*
cents—for sale by the Managers.
Music by Chasduk's Quadrille Bard
I
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
nov24

Coal and Railroad Scales!

S

iV llair Mattressc* renovated. (Furniture repaired ami varundu-d. Chairs re-cam-d in an im- !
proved manner. Secoud-hand Furniture bought, J

stationed at

sioned officers and privates of the battery.—
The presentation speech and reply, which wo
lay before our readers, tell their own story,

as

the

at

ortland, Nov. 29, 18*3.

A Grand Ball!

sale, in every variety,

Apply

on

The fourth Assembly will be on CHRISTMAS
on which
occasion there will be extra
davcls.
The tilth will be on XE W YE AH* 8 E\
E,
!EXTRA DA.vcLfl, to dii)C6 the old
year out and
the New \ ear in. The course will close with

principle, thoroughly made,
are perfectly accurate and

operation.

I

HALL,

EVE.

BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’, CON-

SPRlXC-ftEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUS1I■
lOSS, $c., Ifc.
118 Exchange Street, Portland.

Bolivar

handsome sabre, and other substantial

Tuesday Evening,

material*, aud

For

uov3 tf

Heights, in Virginia, celebrated last
Thanksgiving day by presenting (.’apt. McI Gilvery, who is soon to leave them, with a

correct in

are

of the beet
durable in

Lounge*, Bedsteads,

Flour,

central,. ...1'
Rock Island..
80

F.

F U R 3ST I T

611

Pacific Mail..122
.acw lork

commencing
Theae celebrated Scales are still made by the originventors. (asi> only by them,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

Manufacturer of

stantly

Cold,.131}

have

can

LANCASTER

inal

-and-

74
924

127
54 J
32

we

AT

SCALES.

v

*•*“*
Street, (up .tain,) office No. 6.ExcI.aJ™^’^

W r«0

ra*

UPHOLSTERER

Second Board— Stocks unsettled and lower.

lit-rary curiosity

dispersed,

Wanted.

pu.clmet Dwelling Hnu,
TO frwtkllu
ai.ri stale Stre*tTur,p

OF

ASSEMBLIES

SIX

Portland,

sold

some extracts

or

WILLIAM

decided change; Mixed Western 74

New York, Dee. 0.
Cleveland & Toledo,. 684
Oak-ua k Chicago,. 81
steamships City of Manchester and Cleveland
& Pittsburg.
42?
China, from Liveriiool, arrived at daylight this [| Illinois Ceutral
scrip.. 78}
morning.
j Michigan Southern guaranteed,. 82j
Michigan Central. 89)
; Michigan Southern,. 39
Finny—To see (lie prospectus of the PortHarlem preferred,. 60j
land Advertiser, (which by the way is quite a | Harlem.21)

£ySteauiskip Jura will sail for Liverpool j
afternoon, after the arrival of the train ly

from Canada with mails and passengers. Mails
close at the Post Office in this city at 1. 30 P.

—

The

An Extravagant Beatty.—A Richmond
correspondent of a Southern paper says: Fol-

this

including $10,000

1

destroyed

peace.
I have enlisted, as I trust you ail have, for
the war, whether it be longer or shorter; and
I mean to remain steadfast, as I know you all
will, to the great cause we hare espoused, until the reward of onr national sacrifices is secured in a restored Union and a lasting peace,
I might and should say much more. Your orator’s eloquent and complimentary remarks.deserve a full and comprehensive
response; but
my emotions will not permit me to proceed. I
must conclude by again thanking you all for
these ricli and lasting tokens of that
regard
and confidence, in return for which you will
ever be entitled to my
confidence, my gratitude and esteem.

New York, Dec. 5.

exchanges
the recent muddy condition of Commercial street in this city. The
tidy people of Lawrence scarcely know what
mud is, for their population have so little to |
£Jp“The three-footed Oxford bear is dead,
do that they keep their little city as neat and
after a chase of live days; desperately woundprim as though just taken from a bandbox.— j ed with an ax on the third
day, having been
As for Bangor, that place has been frozen up
caught in a hollow stump, but still lively
solid for less than three months.
enough to run forty or fifty miles before he
was finally shot.
The bear was a local celeb*y~Our neighbor Thurston has removed
his Beading Room into a neat, light, and cosy
rity, his peculiar tracks having been for many
corner of Fox Block.
The room, though not 1 winters visible about the Oxford sheepfolds.
Gross receipts of the hunt: ten dollars for the
ao large, is much pleasanter than the former
hide, four dollars bounty, and one hundred
one, and, what is better, it reduces his expensand forty pounds of rough grease. So says
es, which were last year $300 over his receipts, j
arc

ratives lias reached $400,000,
from A. T. Stewart.

Slock Market.
Steamers Arrived.

pelled

auil Lawrence

Subscription in aid of English Operatives.
New York, Dec. 5.
The subscription in aid of the English ope-

day.

Commissioners, and

must prove his good character, aud must have been a resilient in the
comity one year. His goods were taken and
he was given until uiglit to leave the city.

a

kansas to

are

COtrUSE

WILL GIVE A

|

ed.

WANTS.

The Friends of Temperance

Stan dar d

|

deficiency.
Quartermaster's Department have

ENTERTAI NMENTS.

FAIRBANKS'

Washington, Dee. 5.
Gen. Scott, through the columns of the .National Intelligencer, briefly and finally replies
to ex-President Buchanan, denying that he
(Scott) has any private resentments to gratify,
and stating that he has received many official
courtesies from the late President of the U.
S., hut to vindicate the justice and truth of
history is a paramount obligation. Gen. Scott
then shows that certain Southern States received an undue proportion of arms, and that
many of them were not condemned.
Commander George II. Cooper lias been ordered to tlie temporary command of the Connecticut, and upon his arrival at Port Royal,
S. C., to transfer tlie Connecticut to Captain
Stella Vagen, and to assume command of the
Mercidita.
Tlie Committee of Ways and Means have
prepared a bill authorizing all officers under
tlie direct tax and excise laws to administer
oaths.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry to-day,
the defence oirered the testimony of Colonel
Rugglcs to prove that the witness examined
Captain McGiivery replied:
yesterday was a man wholly without good
Sergt. Wiggin and Fallow Soldier*:—This
reputation, having been engaged in attempting
is one of the
frauds against the government, but this testiproudest occasions
happiest and
of
tnv life. On this
set a Girt hr niwlamiu
the
when
was
ruled
out
Gen.
court,
inony
by
turn from the chief magistrate of our own and
McDowell entered a protest against tlie proceedings. Gen. Heiutzelman testified to the other States, in accordance with an ancient
custom in New England, as a (lay of solemn
entire total abstinence of Gen. McDowell from
the use of wines and liquors, directly contrary
thanksgiving and prayer, I find myself the
to the evidence of the prisoner's witness.
recipient of a gift, for which poor utterance can
tint feebly express the thankfulness and
In tlie Porter court martial case, Gen. Pope
gratitude
I feel. This splendid weapon, these othwits cross examined lor a long time uy inn
er
licnutifui
are
of
no inconsiderable
counsel for the defendant. Among the quesarticles,
value intrinsically; but that which will give
tions asked Gen. Pope was why he had exthem
a
value
in
after
his
estimation
far above
to
Geu.
Porter
two
my
days
alleged
pressed
silver or gold, is the association couuectiug
disobedience of orders, his determination not
them with tlie givers.
to report him for delay, or to take any action
I accept the generous gifts, my friends, in
looking to his impeachment. To this question
the spirit in which I believe they are presentGeu. Pope answered that he did not think that
ed. 1 accept them, as coming from brave men,
Gen. Porter deliberately withheld his troops
with whom I have shared the hardships, and
from him. hut that this idea probably originutprivations of war; from patriots, who have
ed in a mistake or blunder.
left friends and home to serve their country;
The committee on the Conduct of the War
men who have stood linn with me, midst the
at its meeting to-day appointed Representasmoke and carnage of battle fields, when the
tives Covode, Gooch aud Odell a subcommitroar of cannon, the clash of
tee to investigate the alleged abuses ut the
arms, and the tumult of contending armies, seemed to
camp of the convalescents, also the condition
bespeak
of the wouuded anil sick soldiers, with a view
general wreck and ruin.
In those scenes of blood and death you did
to the immediate discharge of those who may
not falter, but performed your duties as behe found to lie permanently disabled or unlit
comes brave men.
Lntiors and perils thus
for duty. The committee will also investigate
shared equally and honorably together, estabthe subject of absenteeism of officers and men
lish between us associations lit to be commemfrom the army without proper authority, and
the conduct of army surgeons and their treatorated; and, iny friends, I assure you this exment of the men entrusted to their care. | pression of your regard and confidence will
They will also recommend the adoption of impress them upon my mind while memory is
true to its office.
stringent measures to promote the efficiency
These ricli gifts from your hands shall be
of the army.
cherished with sacred care, as mementoes to
keep the past in bright and happy recollecFederal “Shells” Refuse Duty.
tion. And now, let me say, as courage and paNew York, Dec. 5.
tience have characterized you in the past, let
A special dispatch to the Post says that
courage, patience and hope, eucourage and anGen. Burnside has discovered that not one in
imate you in the future.
ten of some 10,000 shells sent to Falmouth,
The war is not yet ended. A large portion
Va., would explode, and his visit to \Va«h- I of our
great
is still profaned by the
ington was to discover the cause of such sys- tread of rebelcountry
hosts in arms; and until they
tematic
One or two officials of the !

lions in the Seventeenth

Movement of

MISCELLANEOUS.

dly

AND

6l«t I'miues He-Ollt,
HEXEWECby

K0EK1S0X fc CO.

a

■■MaaaMaaa—i————aaaaa—BWI

MISCELLA XE( )US.

MISCELLANEOUS.^

IS 5

PHOTOGRAPHS.

YEARS.

™ ™ "m U 1

'-**-£*

Exprewly

likenesses of evert description,
sire,

PHOTO GRAPHS
In India Ink, Water,
Special
paid
types, Ambrotvpes. Ac.
attention

or

twenty-five year* ha* the well known

For more than

Oil Colors.

FURNITURE HOUSE

copying old Daguerreo-

to

OF

The *ubscril>er ha** made some important changes
in his Rooms, which facilitate the making of the

WALTER

“Carles d© Visit©,”
is prepared to make satisfactory at

COREY,

Furnished the mansion* of the wealthy and the

dwellings of

short
which he
notice.
fry Sick or deceased persons’ pictures taken at
their residence.
The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) iu the city may be seen at bis Reception Room,
96 Middle Street, up one short flight of stairs, opposite Casco Bank.
Rooms free to all for examination of Specimens.

THE PUBLIC HOUSES,

Engl,

STEAMERS

Not of Maine only, bat of other States, with articles
of Furniture' suited to their various wants.

J. V. P. lll ltMI UI.
octTtf

AND NOW,

SAIL CLOTH.

stand,

At the old

Exchange Street,

52 and 54

BLENCHED FLAX DICE. WITH DUE STRIPES,

With increased facilities for manufacturing,
BY STEAM

(A substitute for Cotton.)
With

I NBLEACH E D CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,
Of various descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

good

workmen and thoroughly seasoned
he can furnish the largest assortment of

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale by

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,

i
:

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
EF*Samples on band, and orders taken by
J. T. FATTEN A CO.,
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

Gray Beards,

Purchaser* for Cash may rest assured that good*
bought at thi* house will be made perfectly satisfactory in price and quality.

e*tabli*hmeut may be found an extensive as
sort men t of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable ptyllea, (Wprtalng Hich and
Medium Priced" Drawing Kooin, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of everv description. Feather Beils and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Glasses, Ac.

Attend!

Twenty Years’ experience, and years of
experiment, 1 have at last found the

AFTER

Best

I The Best of Extension

Dyo!

For coloring Hair in the world. I say it boldly, and
mean it.
And snr forther, that if anv one buVs my
Dye, and after trving, does not like it, I will refund
the money on returning me the bottle with one hall
it. contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym-

pathiser.

Agents

can

dressing

Spiral

Spring Beds,

Cpknletery Work

be supplied at wholesale prices by ad-

Attended In

&c.
a*

nanal.

COAL

Great Improvement in
HORSE -TRAINING!

FOB CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF TUE CITY.

AFTER many years experience in tho
old style, a thorough course of iustructions by Prof. J. s. ltARKT.aud live years
-WP* practice in his art, the subscriber will
hold himself in readiness at his place to tame and
traiu any Colts or ricious horses tosaddle or harness
in the oiily trite wav. Mv motto—“Kindness over

{ROBE

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOBBERY,

STRING

HAZELTON

cruelty.” Charges reasonable.

W. ROBINSON, Socth Stbept.
B^Peraon* having Colts or unruly Horses will
And it to their advantage to call as above.
HORSES FOR SALE—I would take this opportu*
nity to say that I will sell tw o or three good business
horses, vkky chiap
novlS
J.

Pare and Free Rurala*.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

WOODMAX, TRUE A CO.,

the
strictly
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.
Coals

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

of

are

best

quality,

and

Aloe#.87j*

40

Hoot.17 -?40
Borax.28 *80
Brinirtone (roll).. 4^6
Bi-( arb. Soda.6j :&64
Sulphur. 6 & 6j
Sal Soda.84 a. 4

Arrow

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

1A.U7ACTIRIRS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTIWS,

Hard and Soft Wood.

No*. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Seth B. iiersey,
Charles Bailey.

The public are requested to call, as we are deter*
mined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Office, Commercial tit.,

sug20dlt wtf

head

of Maine H7i’/.

SAWYER & WHITNEY.

JalSltr

UNION FOREVER I

Statement
OF

CONDITION
-OF-

Holyoke mutual

Fire Ins. Company

IN SALEM, MASS.,
On the

HEW RECRUITS WAHTED!

first dev of Noteml-er, being
exh-Ut next preceding Dec.

the date of ita
1. 1862.

Capital Stock.*667,748 48
Consisting of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61

Amount of

Latest from Headquarters !

Cash assets, as follows, viz:
Investments in Mortgages,
*46,872 87
Bank Stock.
41.906 "8
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,
12,629 88
U. States.State and City Bonds, 19,961 09
Loans on collateral arid notes
6.542 49
receivable,
Rea Estate.
2 415 17
( ash on hand,
6.687 49
Balance' in hands of Agents,
906 41
Interest earned and sundry assets, 2,90G 89 S139.G26 87

GREAT EXCITEMENT

at b\:bleigh s,

8667,748 48

Risk,
*10,678.288 21
Amocft of Liabilities, (other than amount at
risk.) vir:
Claims for Losses.
*8.100 00
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
Amount at

163 Middle Street.

rendered for expenses.

AUGUSTUS STORY, President.
THOS. H. JOHNSON,Secretary.
OTThis Companv is paying a dividend of 25 per
cent, on yearly, and 32 1*3 nei cent, on three and
live year Policies, at their expoation.

GOODS,

Of every description,

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

No. 102 1-2 Fore St., Portland.

dec8 <18w

Camphor.140^il 50

Cream Tartar.86 (a.56
Logwood ex. 12;,(gl4
Magi efia.28 ^86
2
[ Indigo, M ia. due 81
Madder.ITrtjalH.

1

&

Dfiwoodi.
Duty: Free.

-OF

Summer
la

Clothing

telling, rcgardlest

AT

or

Western

Coat,

Capital Stock, ail paid
Surplus over Capital,

Assets, as follows, tie
Bank Stocks—market value,
$49,292 60
Bail road and Gas Mock,,
17,966 00
Loan, on mortgage, oi Beal Estate, valued at over 8800.000,
122.769 82
Loan,, on Bank and other Mocks.
22.9)6 71
Cash on hand and in hand, ot
21 ,f'S8 89
Agents,
Other investments and accrued interest,
8.498 00
Personal property,
1.696 47

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

CUSTOM

9150.000 00
989,761 19

up,

9*39,761~19

LlABTLITtES.
Losses adjusted and due—None.
unadjusted,
$2,694 00
reported and not due, 7,8n0 uO

WORK,

Of every description, made to order and warrantea
tost.

89.994 00
ENSIGN H. KELLOGG, President.
J. N. PLNUAM, Secretart.
1'ittsjtield, Nov. 1,1802.
Sworn to befoie me,
Sau
E. Howe. Justice of tie Peace.
_

;

The lergeet end beat selected ttock of

READY-MADE CLOTHING,
—

Stores, Merchandize, Dwellings, Household Fnrnitnre,

AXD-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
——Ever offered in Maine,

can

•"d other jrood property. insured on favorab'e terms.
Ftr$t date f>treflinf/$ lit the
city, or country villages, »nd Farm prouarftr taken lor one, three or
Jive ) ears, at LOIFES T it A TES.

be obtained at—-

W. D.

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold so
isffcetioD to the purchaser.

as

to warrant

Office

entire sat-

j

LITTLE, General Agent.

...

dec2 eod3w&w24
a wav

OCR STOCK OF CLOTHS
AND TRIMMING GOODS
unlimited in quantity, quality or prioe, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, lor cash.
A»

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before pur.
chasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rue on

good*.

31 Exchange Street.

a.OVljig

HAIR

DYE!

market ha# been flooded for year# with differarticle# called Hair D\e#, which have never
satisfied the expectations oi' purchasers. The >k
plup ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person w ho has used it. It contain#
no injurious ingredient*, and
gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority oi Todd’s Lux .Softs Hair
over
Dye
all others is,
not have to cleanse the hair or
w ash it before or after
using the dve, and there is but
one kind to he used, and that can be
put on the same
a- oil aud water, w ithout any trouble, unliko all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied ever}’ time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because \ou do not
hn\ e to w ash out the d; e after putting it on. L ulike
all other dyes, it w ill color long hair, w hich other
dyes cannot do. Ciive this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this,
nr* For sale only at

TIIE

ent

you’do

163 [Middle

Street,

JOSIAH

^Portland, July

22, 1862,

FOR SOLEIIYG
Boots

OR

and

Hilton’s
Iusolvable in Water

BURLEIGH.

d6m

NFKIMNG

Shoes.

Cement,

Oil—for mending
WVRXITUHE, Il'Oliy, 110XT, CROCKERY
CLASS AXU EARTH EX If’ARE.
It is invaluable for sole ng or
patching Boots and
lor c<-,mt'u,11J8 E at bn
lie,ting it has no
or

equaT*”*1

tar- Only 25 Cents per Bottle,

at

LORING’S DRUG STORE,
Bovl7
Corner Exchange k federal streets

TODD S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No.74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.
se pi

Kill'

Turner's American

Express.

PARCELS, Package.and all other
xZILi'taSaJ- article- usually rent by Express
will be forwarded between this
city,
St. Joint, N. II., and all parts of the Provinces, with
■h

despatch.

subscriber solicits the patronage of the public.
ANSEL Lid llKui’. Agent.
Portland, Sept. 90, ltJtfL
d2m
The

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFI MERY,

BUMMER

ANDERSON’S
I'.leLt

13.

Iv.

Prohock,

GENERAL AGENT.

Hotel,

FROM

Portland*

what stations tire wood

TESTIMONIALS

Commercial House. Portland, June 10, 1962.

of

“through

spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

We have introduced several of the justlv celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to oiir
sleeping
apartments. W e give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over auy and all otbere we have ever
used. Our guests
speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who deaire the comfort of their guests.
w. d.
a son,

WEST, SOUTH

ERIE
Via

by

W.

HT You
office.

To

To be found in thia city, of every description, finish*
ed aud trimmed

Prane's.0 £91
Spice*.
Duty dinger Pont 6c,
Ohio extra.7l
dround dinger 8c,
"
tkmilv. 8
8}' per and Pimmtn l‘ep12c,
Canada super No.1. none.
('/ores Inc, Cassia l(*c,
StLouisFav Brands.8 @ 9 Cassia liuds 20c, CinnaSouthern 111. do do.7-la.84
mon 26c, Mace and XutPetapsco Family..lOr^iO/ megs 80c k> tt>
Rve Flour.4.4^
"assla p lb.46 ®47c
Corn Meal.4}<® 44 -lore*.33 a 86
Buckw’t Fl’r p lb 2c<g 2j linger, (Iiace)-30
£81
Grain.
[linger, (Africa) 80 £81
Duty Corn and Oats loc. Mace.80 a 90
Bye and Barley 16c, and Nutmegs.90 £92
Wheat 20c p bu. From Pepper,. 26 £26
Br. Provinces free.
Pimento.22 £24
Rvo.9651 00 Seed*.
Oats.60 (ci 65 Duty
Linseed 16c P hi.,
South Yel.Corn. 80 582
Canary £1 p bu.. MusCorn, Mixed.7* (frW)
tard 3c p lb.
Barley.80 «S5 Herd* Oras*..£21 (ffi
Shorts p ton.
.822 a23 Western Clover.. .liV tf
Fine Feed.26 (ft27 Bed Top.£3 u 3J
Griiid«ton<‘«.
Linseed.3 |
ikncv.

In the Neatest

superior

'a/ued at less than
2**o p lb 6c. orer 2tk.* 6c
lb
and
20 pc ad ral.
p
Blasting.84* <• 5
Kith-and
7j

Hay.

Sporting.5ji5j

Presss’d

▲nd

A

A.9?£

II idr«
10

a

nd Skins.

Duty

pc ad ral.

Calf

Skins.ll.«13

S’amrhter Hides.. 64574c
Ca’cutta CowSlaughtered. 1 80 5 2 00
Green Salt

....1605176
Dry. 1205 1 30
Sheep Pelts, G r* 11.95 a -alt

Sheep Pelts, Dry .76>ftl 00(
Hups.

Muscovado..1<H@11J
do.
in
bond.8

£9
Havana Brown.
I0f£i2
do.
White
124 £ 184
New Orleans. 11?« 13*
Prushed. 14 £144
rannlated.14 a 14 j
Powdered.14 £141
Tallow.
Duty Tnl/otc 1 pc. Soap
Stock 10
ad va/.

BLAKE'S,
STREET.

will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the

city.

WATER!

Organs of the human system are more impor'J^TOtant
^
to health and comfort than the Eye

and

Ear. and yet

none are

less understood

or more

neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon

a new

and

rare

discovery,

825.718 75
18,660 00

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

22.168 76
00

of this

801,087

4.100 00
16 669 70
82 139 43
11.743 20
2.467 24

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1862.
iji my right eye, when a
chronic inflammation had been produced, in

From

boy,

a

injuries

-C. H B. also manufacture*SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AXD DRAWER-WORK
Of every deacription, Including Taylor'* 8el»SrppnimNo Drawer, the boat kind ever made.
w-Sf" All order* for Repairing Furniture, Yarniahing.
Upholstering, Chair Seating, dazing, &c.,
prompt* attended to.
JuI31tf

|
|

Ship
>

Of kf A
Nov.

Plank.

M drat quality- Beach aud Maple Ship Blank,
to be aawed to order. For sate by

hope

18,18fi2.-3w.

|
!
|

31 Exchange Street.

15 uBw

of thus

finding

relief.

results.

lu

a

very few

days

the

painful

was

-or tu*-

she has found Poor Richard

Company

j

*300 000

WEDrin®Shippi”*

boards
5.000 Siicar Box SHOOKS.
STRUCK DIMENSION, all sires.
DOORS, SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS, CLAP*
BOARDS—Fitted and Roush.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.
-also-

200

Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for family use, by
RUFUS DR BRING,

Hobson's Wharf, foot of High Street.
oc30 d3m

Capital Stock,
over

all

s

Eye Water

a

capacity and iheilltiea tor doing work la food
equal to any in tha City or State.

are

nr. A. FOSTER R CO.
Jaly IT. ISOS.

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

POWER

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. Mi EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Block,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Tho Proprietor, of the Pobtlaitd Dailt Pane
reepecttoily inrite attention to their fccilitiee tor exeontiag, in beaatifui etyle, every deeeriptew of

BOOK AND JOB PBINTINQ

Their Ertablishmeat la torniebad with all tba
proved modern machinery, and their emnilinenl of

might

be furnished.

roor Kicnaru7*

• •
up
$400,000.
Capital.$133,050 23,

follows,

Assets,

$$)o,975 76

tye ana r.nr water

00
35
00
00
6** 495 48
88.724 70
1.900 00
17,600 00

President.

HENRY KELLOGG, Secretary.

Agents.

^M————

Company continues to in- | pursuant tea license from the Probate Court for said
and other j
County, on Thursday, January 1st, 1868, at one ©’; clock P. M., at the residence of E!bridge >av ward,
in said Windham, the following dcacribed real estate

W. D. LITTLE,

paid

Agent.

j:

situate in said Windham, and belonging to the instate
of said deceased, viz: “Seven-ninths part of eleven
acres of woodland owned in common and undivided
with Atuos Authoine, together w ith the reversion of

the widow's
JOHN WEBB, Admiuia’r.
w3w23*
Windham, Nov. 26, 1862.

novl6d3w

HOMESTEADS FOR

do any work demanded la thie State

Business Cards of

Every Variety

Style and Coat.
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST MANNER.

Billet* A Circulars in Every Variety of Typo.

BA5K CUCKS. NOTE, ill BILLS If LAMM.

TAGS PIEKCED WITH HOLES A GLITTERED
WHEN DESIliED.

Policies Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companies.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqaity Cases,
And

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with
Die patch.

RMicr.
$20.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

THE
chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Bailroad
of land in Northern

Missouri,
Company large tract
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, ( aidwell
ami
for
farming
manufacturing
County,
purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and tarms.
a

! milF. Estate of Patrick Callan. late of Portland,
A deceased, having been represented insolvent.the
Judge id Probate has appointed the undersigned

j

offered to subscribers in shares of S2«» each.
I
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
;
EDWARD SHAW, A««m,
102 Middle Street, Portland.

They are

dtf

Bronze, Colored, end ell other kinds of

Printing,
Executed in taste to suit the most fhstidioue.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Administrators Kale.
t fWlHE
undersigned. Administrator of the estate of
j A Daniel t W. Authoine, late of Windham in the
of umberland, deceased, hereby gives pubj County
lic notice that he will sell at public or private sale,

on the most favorable terms.
First class Dwellings.and Furniture therein, taken lor one, three or jive yeti s, at low est rates.
at this
All losses
ami

promptly adjusted

to

MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch 5*t.» Philadelphia.
novl3 dflra

Dwellings, Stores, Merchandize,

property,

adequate

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim Vision aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,

Noise in the Uead, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Warer, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 csxts per Bottle.
Tubed 6 Cairo.
II. H. UAY aud W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

47.900
8U.S14
12.200
19.640

losses, $48,375

Dated at Hartford.
\
This 6th day of November. 1882. I
S. L. LOOMIS,

!•

Fancy Types,

eased

$533,050 23

Amount of Premium Notes—None.
Amount of Liabilities for unadjusted

This sound and reliable

Is

viz:

Bank Stocks—market value,
State and City and other Stocks—market
value.
U. S 7 8-10 Treasury Notes,
Loans ou mortgages of Real Estate,
Loans ou Bank Stocks.
Cashou hand and in Banks
Amount due from Agents and in transit,
Interest due ou Investments,
Real Estate owned by the Company,

Book and

sov-

P. S. HENSON,
Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., PhUo^fe/phia.
ITF"Numerous certificates of a similar character

paid

invested as

uus

And tt»

•tyla

Pastor of

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st day of November—made in conformity to
the laws of Maine.

Oilin', ill Exrlinngr SI., I'ortlnud.

rou SALE.

-we

FAST PRESSES AHD STEAM POWER

out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted paiu in and over her eyes and

ereign specific iu her case, giving her almost iustant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personalty received, I cauuot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

CONDENSED STATEMENT

JOHN LYNCH k CO.

offlce ii rapplied with

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RIC HARD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ot it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the eujo> meut of a new life.
I uow keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eve seems at all disposed to aunoy me. I give it a
dose, and that isau end of it. I would not be with-

W. D. LITTLE, Apeiit.

Agency.

The

In the

delightful

First c!a*s Dwellings and contents insured for ONE,
FIVE TEARS, at lowe»t rates.

Office

the

irritation

THREE ok

sure on

UP

received

consequence of which I suffered constaut martyrdom.
Every niomeut of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last

Applications received. Policies issued, and losses
promptly paid, at the Agency in Portland.
C3TRates as favorable as other sound Companies.

surplus

will

which is most wonder-

ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I». S.
Ukxsox, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Chnrch,

Justice of the Peace.

Total

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

Portland A.9|£)
do.

H.

No. 39 UNION

and not above lb Sc,above
Xo. 15 and not {Outre 20
31c, a/tore Xo. 20 and relined 4c P lb.

do.
Yellow, none.
p net T.8131.516
Loose.16 a 16 J F.xtra Yellow.none.

Style,

ARE AT-

C.

..

Duty

postpaid envelope bearing

—AXD—

CASKETS,

Western

Duty Bough-free.
[’anary.33^ 4
Rough, p t«»i: ...817520 Sugar.
Pressed .805 36 Duty: \fefado2c,not\n/>ore
No. 12 2Jc, abor, .Vo. 12
Gunpowder.
1

FOLLOW'S, VIZ:
market value,

Phoenix Insurance

Supertine.86£ 64 Family do.8J£ 8*
Fancy.6i£ 64 So. 1.7] £ g
Extra.6}<a 7 Eagle No. 1.«}£ 61
Family.7 (a. 7{ ^*r. 6P£ M
Extra Superior_7i(a $<
Pastile.12J£ie
extras....

Order* left at the connting-room of the Daily Free*
Maine State Preen, bead of Sr*t Sight of .tain,
be promptly attended to.

and

EDWARD H. TRAVER,
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.

EYE & EAR

State ol Connecticut,
Hartford ss., Nov. 8.1862.
Sworn to by
A. F. HASTINGS, President,
Wu. C. HASTINGS, Sec y,
Before mo,
Stiles String,

Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.

EXCHANGE STREET,

julldawrtfB

Assets,
$333.474 07
;
LIABILITIES:
Looses unpaid, not adjusted,
810,298 00
j
Other claims against the Company—None,
l’rem urn Notes—None.
| resort, of having the ball takeu out of its socket, in

Franklin House. Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.

82 j

of their
in constant attend-

POOR RICHARD'S

at this

Total

uov

the moat libera

one

OF UABTFORD, CONK.,
the Secretary of the State of Maine, in conformi- | them for life and health.
ty to law, Nov. 1st, 18G2.
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water

United States Stocks,
**
State and City Stocks,
Railroad and other Stocks
14
44
and Bonds,
"
"
Bank Stocks,
Loans on mortgages of Real
M
Estate,
Loans on Bar.k Stocks,
(. ash on hand and in Banks,
Amount due from Agents and in transit,
Other property of the Company,

I

on

dawtf

INVESTED AS

..

-'^.COFFINS

lady of experience

ocl6dAw3m

Is

1....10}g

Xo. 1 p lb... .9j& 9}

A

you if you will send mo a
your address. Direct to

Capital Stock, all paid in, $300,000 00,

2.7l» 7j
(small).2&

BEST

provided with

ENTRANCE

DR. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous
Debility, Ac., against endangering
their health by patronizing auv of the advertising
quacks. You can fally recover'by the methods useq
bv the Advertiser, and by hundreds of others, asd
IX xo other WAY.
Read a letter which I will send

Falls.

by securing tickets

be promptly attended to

Will

of

I

D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 81 Exchange Street.

money

corner

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

own sex.
ance.

North American Fire Insurance Co.

2.7}S

T XI E

N.

Statement of tlie

!

Bluepcask.164<gl6 Drop.S10i£
Black.SM <$*in Buck. 11
@
Bunch P box. .41054 15 Soap.
Laver.426a4 50 Duty 36 Pend ra/.
Dates.7 A 9e Loathe & Core’s, TrowPrune*.8V5IO4 bridge fc Smith’s Ex-

can save

Work,

THE~LADIES.

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

WEST,

Niagara

June 23.

pleasure

Starch.
_ISc'a 22 Duty ■■ 20 V® od ra/.
Lemons, p box 84 2&5 Pearl.71
Oranges—Havana... 2 60 Potato. 4 'a 4!
Raisins,
Shot-p 100lb* S’*-1 a 10

1

t# Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

—

common— none.

and

Job

terme.

Infirmary.

DR

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Fancy

Portland.
jull—dAwtffc

Quackery!

This road is broad ouaox and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

a]

New Eleme

NORTH

Plain and

their csoecial accommodation.
Dr. If.'s Eclectic Renorating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fina it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
rain. It is purely vegetable, containing uothlug in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safettPbt all times.
Sent to any part of the couutrv with fall directions,

BY TUX

kuercitron

Winthrop

OR

j»le

TO

tickets

tally equal if

Hughe* has
attention to
certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has tie met with a failure. The remedies are mild.
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Tetnstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, uuless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv. can be caused by using them.
YOl'Mj MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in vouth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forget falnes*. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak ey es. etc., terminating in consumption or Inif neglected, are speedily and
permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will a
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at Ids rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will fiud arranged for

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1862.
afldtf

HavJug introduced the “Andersou Spring lied Bottom” into
my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph Office. Fonrth
Story, where all rarietiee of

a

Eclectic .tledical

be carried next

can

OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.
FOX BLOCX,

requiring

IT*Send stamp for Circular.

summer.

:

Infirmary.

sanity

November 1st, 1862, to May 1st, 1868. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
; and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
FilHIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
1862. and May 1st. 1908.
X been in use a sufhcient length ol time to sin w
An adtance in the rates of fire wood will take place
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
next summer, but in couscquence of changes In the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others iu j arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be matte, the Company will not be able
the Spring Htd
department, embracing a little more to take
fire wood from certain places on the line, so
of their ex celrenew*. ai d yet happily overcoming all
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
their delects. It is flexible as hair,* and yet so recuto
be
carried
on the railway during the next season,
as
to
into
itself
w
perative
bring
ptace ith great facilithey must understand that they will do so at their own
ty. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
and all w ho linger in suffering and weakness.
They
bound to carry it.
are made of good material warranted
strong and duDue notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
rable, and not liable to get out of order.
from

Under United States

a

by

t> a ty xir a xr

Notice to Wood and Lumber merchants.

gr.nted October, 1862.

McLaughlin

tra

at the

Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Port8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Depots, in Portland.
Farmington May 6,1862.
June23dtf

! land

tbttey

tf

a

SPRING BED BOTTOM!

2]

Flour—-Portia* d’ insn.

cars

PRESS,

Drue and

a

CONSULTATIONS—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined his

diseases of

Phillips.

urn

t’CTIH/'

delicacy.

between Portland and Lewis-

Passengers for this route will take the

Cuco Bank,

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes,
Experience, Skill, Honor and

at

r.D a

kept in

Eclectic medical

ARRANGEMENT.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thnrs- j
and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite davs.
Siaee leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kiugfiela, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and

over

DR. HITCHES’

and

Edmonstone, Allan ft Co.. Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23.1802.
dtf

P

a

RAILROAD.

! days

No

LARD OIL,

IV State A rent for DAVIS fc KIDD’S MAGVt'Tl

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

to

office

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles usually
Paiut establishment.

On and after Monday. May 6. 1862,
leave Portland for Lewiston
Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

back. $186.

BK«t ]QR the weary.

AND

KEROSENE OIL,

and

11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily
ton.

DAILY
CORNER

aaKSSHK*rains will

wick

CUSHING,

Hu been removed from the
the office of the

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Steep
Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

ANDROSCOGGIN

8c

to

APOTHECARIES• GEARS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

Hiram,

Baldwin,

FOSTER

AND FANCY GOODS.

On and after Monday, November 10,
rains will leave as follows, until further

At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Lagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac.. Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weeklv, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newticld. Parson sfi'eld. Effingham,Freedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
nov 13
ALEX'K BAILEY, Jr.. Sup't.

...

"

•»

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

morning.

Apply

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

Ac.. Ac,

leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

IN-

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Falls,

Passengers

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $35. First Class, $77 to $92— according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid nud'retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and

-DEALER

Saccarappa

Logwood.12^14

Figs,

PK1KTIN6

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A. M. and
^
3.30 P.M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 6.15 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
car;* attached.
dailv for South WindStages connect at
ham, Windham Centre and Great Palls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Staudish,

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.

05a210

lj Bants.10£

Ins. Co.,
OF I’lTTBFIFLD, MASS.,
November 1—In compliance with the lavra of Maine.

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

THE-

Massachusetts

BOOK

E s-ta.blish.ment

York A Cumberland Railroad.

in

..

CONDENSED STATEMENT

JOB

Stages leave Bath dally at 3 00 P. M.. for Wiscasset. Dsmari-icotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and 1 homastnii.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.. or on arrival of of traiu from Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
novl8
Augusta. Nov. 15, 1862.

Mail Line.

Paint*.
Duty: On White L ad dry
Camwood.4J<ft 4i or ground in oil and lied
Lead *2 40 p 100 lbs.
Fustic, Cuba.2 a
2
Sa\auvilla
Litharge 2i«, Ostde <J *
II vpen.ic.6
Zinc 2ic p ro, Prussian
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Logwood,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.
2
Yelfouc, Venetian lied 25,
Campeachr.
St. Domingo.l}<gt 2
Spanish Broscn dry 20,
Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
[From
Extract
in oil 8o pc ad ra!., YelI am using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
Nic
Wood.. %
lose and other Ochres (A*c
I am very much pleased with it.
••
l’each
34i P 10O ibs, Paris White
Josiah h. dklmmond.
Red
Si a, Si
dry 60c, in oil *16u j
Portland, July 23,1962.
"
2
Sapan
Whiting 50c p 100 lb*. i
Bark. .2*w 2J P'tFd Load, in oil.*l(tg
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
ed Sandeia. 8 a 6 Leals Lead,
lolglOJ J
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
l>ark.
Boston Lead,
93*
••
recommend
it as an excellent article.
cheerfully
French Zinc,
Duty 80 4»c ad red.
.10gl0*
LOT M MUKKILL.
Augusta, Aug. b, 1862.
Ravens. 45c@
Anter. Zinc, **
8 g8i
Portland, No. 8. 90 it
Rochelle Y’ellow. 8 g 31
^O. IV. 00 M
Ven.
Red... 8 g
■If.
Having become tally satisfied of the benefit of the
No. 8 89
Navy, S'r,
Litharge.log
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
••
No. 10. 66
Red I^ead.
three of them at five dollars each, aud do most cheerTent Duck,
Plaster.
tallv recommend them to the public.
U. S. 10 oar.66 @
Duty Free.
Db. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.
12 or.66
Per ton Soft.176£178 i
FmOit-ra.
Bard.1 *Xg 1 62
Mr.
D.
K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
Li round.6 00g560
Ihity 30 pc ad ra/.
house with the ““Anderson spring Bed Bottom,” and
Live Geese p lb 6' ,565
Provision*.
I take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
Russia ..26 ^
Duty Beef and Pork lc,
most convenient, economical and comfortable
Flab.
Lard, Bacon and Hams
thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
Duty For 100 tbs foreign 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
A H. ABBOTT,
81,
lb.
caught
Herring
P
of
Principal
Mackerel 82, Salmon 83; Ph’go Mf» Beef.812 £14
Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12«gl3
I have had the unspeakable
bblt. 81 60 P obi., other- P'tl dext. do.
of sleeping on
14 £141
one of the "Andeison spring Bed Bottoms” for the
v'ite 60c P ctct. From Pork, extra clear 16* £17
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anyProrin ret free.
Pork, clear.15l£l6
Cod large p qut..S4a 4] Pork, mess. 13«gl4
thing 1 had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest It r six months till
small.2m 8j Pork, extra do .18!£14*
occupv ing one of
these
beds. She would not part with it on anv ac24
Pork.
Prime.
Pollock.2f2
11 £11} j
count.
Rxv. JOHN ALLEN.
Haddock,
l^u, 1} Round Hog*. 6| £6*
Hake.14 a,
Farmington, Feb. 28,1962.
1 lc
Herring.Shorepbl.4 & 4j Pity Smok’d Ham*.none. I
do. Labrador., none,
The Bed Bottom I bought of you tally merits
Produce.
my
do. Scaledpbx 3k5 3.k- Beel p qu’r p lb 5 £
expectations, and is tally up to your high recommen7J
do. No. 1 .26 a 30 Lgg». p dor. 18 a 19
dations. 1 would cheertally recommend it to all who
Mackerel p bbl.,
Potatoes. pbb1.£188gl 60
desire to improve their sleepinpai artments.
Hay No. 1.8104511 [ hickens, Spring 8 glO
Ai STAPLES,
8 Limb.5 £ 8
B»v No.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.
Bay No. 3.51« 8 luikies. 9 £12
Shore So.
11 Meese.9 £10
Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
^’eal.note.
I can cheertally recommend it to all w ho are in need
do. (medium).. 41 a 4j Pickles, p bbl...
ol such an article; and 1 believe it to be
87j£
8*
superior to
do.
3j Rice.
auvthiug of the kind now In use.
Fruit.
Duty: Cleaned lie, PadWaterville. April 12,1962.
Rxv. E. HAWES.
Duty Lemons, Oran get. dy Jc p lb.
Banana* and Plantaint Ktce t>
tt.6Jg 7i
Testimonials similar to the above have been re20 Pc ad ra/., Almnndt Run.
ceived from the proprietors of the
following public
4c, and Shelled do. 6c P Portland distilled 63 £55c
bouseslb. -Vufs and Datet 2c Snlrraiu*.
Penobsot Exchange. Bangor.
P lb, (\irrantt, Figs, ialeratus p lb
..6*£ 7c
Franklin House, Bangor.
Plums, Prunes and Rai- Salt.
Skow began House. Skow began.
sins 6c p lb. Citron 30 Duty In bulk 18c, and in
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
pc ad ral.
bags 24c p 1UU lbs.
House, Winthrop.
Almonds—.Iordan p lb.
furk's Is., p hhd.
Elmwood House. Waterville.
Soft Shell. 16 (a 20c
(8 bus.).*2?« 8
Litchfield Corner House.
Shelled.26 580 Liverpool .2j« 2j
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Currants.16 a 16 adi*.none
Revere House, Vassal boro.
Citron. 42 5 45 Sack* Salt. none.
Uallowell House, Hallowell.
Pea Nuts.S2;^2; jr’d Butter Salt 22 &
China House. China.

1}*

L !

—A»D-

A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor aud Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

1

P bbl. *3| £ 81
p bush.1 20£1 25

Harwood
.2j@
Brazil Wood.18

We also ticket through per steamers and railways
for Windsor. Halifax, Hi {/by, Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Fdicard Island, Pictou,
North Shore if New Brunswick, Mirimichi, and
Bay de ChaleUr.
novll
C. C. EATON, Agent.

Weekly

106&112

—

THE

Farmington.

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewistou, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmiugtpn; and at Augusta with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro', Waterville, Kendall's Mills anAfckowhegan; and at Kendall's Mills
with the l’euobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittalield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset

OCEA.V STEAMSHIP CO’S

raf., Linseed, Hmipseed
liapeseed23c p gal.,
Olire 23c, Salad 60c,
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c p gal.
Portland kerosene
llluminat’g Oil 90 £86c
Machine.80 g 82
(Marine.
Sperm Winter.. .1 98£200
Whale, ref. Wint 98 (a PM)
do.
Crude.90 £92
brand Bark and
Ray Chaleur. *24 £26
Shore. ...22 £26
Linseed.*1 32*136
Boiled.1 86 a 1 40
Lard Oil.1 05*1 10

( astor Oil. 2
Saltpetre.11 *28 Neatslout Oil....
Vitriol.12
Unions

oVa

Rem

lows

M O N T R E A 1.

and

Campheue. 290 'g.

Y,

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.45 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewriston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

Stations.

Opium. 881 a 9
Rhubarb.200£ 225
Alcohol.87 t&95
| Fluid.110 $125 Olive Oil.175*180
i

THE

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

IHILITAKV

4> gal.
£ lb.4 {& 5c

Alum

_PRINTING.

II A

BggggBMP On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th.
vW'."#?.' 1862, passenger trains will leave as fol-

ON and after Thursday, Nov. 13th,
the Steamer "New England/’ t apt.
E. Field, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot State Street, every Thurpday. at 6 o’clock
I’. M., till further notice, for Eastport and St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday
mornino, at 8 o'clock, for Eastport, Portland and
Boston.
tSr’ Positively no freight received after 4 o'clock
P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for Machias. and with
steamer i^ueeu for Bobbins ton, Calais, St. Stephens
ami St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railfor Canterbury, Woodstock and lloulton
way

jc

FOR SMITHS' USE.

H.

H

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

KAsfpORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

Liguorice.

CHEAP

_medicalT

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

per Week.

Trip

One

Magnesia

WOOD~

&

RAILROADS.

ad vat.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

clayed.

B.—SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
tf
October 1st, 1862.

N.

jt>c

bail.83 @85e

(ijl8

^32

Eosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

JOHN M TODD, Portland, Me.
Oct. 28.d*wtf.

Foreign

Tables, &c.

35

C otton
1 lax

STEAMBOATS.

^14j

At thi*

Duty

STACK CONNECTION**.

*<£

be found Elsewhere in the State.

con

“*
.84® 9c Soft.
.4J& 6
6
Twine.

Tobacco.
Vnrniah.
Duty: Leaves unmanufac- Furniture.?2 @ 3
tured 26. all other umds loach.3 a. 4
86 $>c ad r«*C
Hamar.3i«, 32
6’s& 10’s best brys.70 @75c
Wool.
do.
medium .66 (fe68 Duty: Costing 18c
!b
do.
coinmou. 60 .062
and under 6 l*c, over 18c
hall tbs best br’ds.78 (a 80
to 24c V tb 3c, over 24c
do. med. good.65
®70 9c 4> lbdo. common .60 rT02 Fleece.45 a55c
Natural Leaf, lbs PI a 1] Lamb*.46 V&63
Fancv, in Foil.Ik 2
Zinc.
Tin.
Duty In blocks or piqs
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 25 ljc, in sheets 2c fc> !b,
$>c ad val.
manufactures qf 30
Banc a, cash.43c® 44
ad cal.
8traits, cash.40 (a42 I Mg;* and plain.61@ 54
Plates Char.I.C.8124® 13 Sheet >-o8slmann. 1'Mo.ll
do.
I.X. .16 (a 16 Sheathing.90 ®
Coke.11J «;12 Exchange.
Wood.
London—60 a. 1 43 'et 1 4-4
Hard, retail.87® 7) I’aria.f 3 96:a4 0 5

lOj^lO]

WORK,

direct,)

may

Than

ROPE

stock,

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers

ALSO OK HAKD

BOLT

POWER,

CUSTOM-MADE

Trail*
Duty: 20c V> ft.

^17

MERCHANT SHIPS,
AND

December 3.

to

Norway.04

lowly,

the

corrected for the I’ulbs

An additional duty oj Duty
be P It,.
10 pc is levied on all mer- hirst Sort, 1802.. .14 (gl6
chnuuise not imported diI ron,
rect from the place yfpro- Duty
Pig and Stamp $0,
duction or growth.
Bar not exceeding §60 p
A *he*.
ton value §17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
ceeding $60 p ton $18,
Pearl p tb.7 @ 8
less than 4 inch thick or
Pot.6J\© 7 j m»rt than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than
Apples.
4 inch
Green p bbl.S1A@ 1J
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.Hu die
diameter, and squares
a4i less than 4 inch or more
Cored p tb.
Uncored p lb.2$ a>
than 4 inches
square §20,
Bread.
Bailroad §12 50, Boiler
and Plate §26 p ton.
Duty: 30 pc.
Pilot p lUO tbs. S
Sheet 2a24c p tt> and
$3.0.6 p ton.
Ship.
Crackers per bbl..
Common.8i:aj 33
Crackers, p lUO .35 ^40c
Refined 4(a, 44
Batter.
Swede.6 (a, 61
a
Duty 4c p lb.
7
Family p tb..21 (a23c I ast Steel.22 u24
Store.14 .u,l& lierman Steel_14 a. 10
Beau*.
EiiKiisltflilis.Steel.lO
Marrow p bushS2 25<ft2 50 Spring.9 a 10
Pea.2 2.W2 60 Sheet Iron,
bjo; 6j
Blue Pod.2 12<i/2 37 Sheet Iron,Russia.17
do
Rug im't. .13 (£14
Candles.
Duty Sperm and IF<w8c, hard.
stearine be, Tallow 2Jc Barrel, p It,
11 @114
Kegs, p tb. llia 1140
p lb.
Mould p lb
13Jc£14 l.eu I her.
Sperm.32 ^,35 Duty ; 80 pc ad val.
New Tork, light 28 (a80c
Cheese.
do. md. wts
8>i .a 31
/>nty 4c p lb
.11 (g,12
do. heavy-80 (£31
Vermont p lb
Counrrv.Oi^lOj do. slaughter 32 a34
Atner. Calfskin* 75 (a86
Coal—(Retail.)
Duty. From Ur. Provinc- Sl'ter Wax Loath. 19 dj 20
es free, otherforeign Bihend.
tumenous !*1 10, all oth- Duty: Pig ljc p ft>.
Ain Rig p 100lb.e>9j« 93
er kinds 60c P ton.
Cumberl’d ptou.S10(«^
Foreign Pig.91 o 9?
W hi teas li.9 4$
Sheet and Ripe.
Lime.
Lehigh. 9 ^
Fraulclin. 9
Duty 10 pc ad val.
Coder.
Rockland, cask 08 g76c
humber-hroni yard.
Duty be p lb.
Jara p lb ...33 |£34c Clear l’ine,No. l.§38
do.
St. Domingo.3d tt31
No.2 34 w
do.
Rio .32 [a. 33
No.3 24 (£
do.
Mocha.34 & 3b
No.4 14 a)
Cordage.
Shipping Lumber. 16 (&17
Duty Tarred2}c, Manil- Spruce.10 (all
la 24, all other 84 p tb. Hemlock.8 ®10
18
Box Sh’kg, (cash). 60 ;a«‘6c
American p tb
Russia Hemp.101 a 17 Clapb’ds, S ext .§14 a 10
.13 «13i
do.
Manilla..
R
...80 a32
Boltrope, Russia lOfctlTJ Shingles, Ced. ext 2j a 3
Manilla.14 i&16
do.
do.
No.l 2 (£ 24
do. ext. Rine.8l£
Cement.
33
p bbl. Si 30&1 35 Laths, Spruce.. Iu>al26
do. Rine.1 26(g, 1 80
Drugs and Dyea.
Duty p lb— Oil Cinna- Red Oak Stave* 80 a 3b
mon $2, Oil Almonds and Mol. 11 lid. Shooks
A lleadg.citv. 2 76a 2 87
Otto of Pose SI 50, Oil
Bergamot, f'assia and Sugar do. city .276^2 87
do. do. c't’rv.l 26/il 60
Cloves SI, Uydriodate
Potash 75c, < 'antha rides. Country Rifl'Mol.
Mastic, Ipecac.Phuharb. Hhd. Shooks. 160S 2 02
C'ardantons, Oil Lemon, Slash.l4oal 60
Anise and Orange, Io- II oops.§28
dine 60c, Tolu and Crude Hack met ack TimCamphor30c, Penned do. ber, p tun.10£16
4dc, Tartaric Add 20c, M oln *•»«>«.
(Yearn Tartar, f'itric Duty 6c p gal.
Acid, Shellac. Copal. Da- f’ietitugos.
mn v and Hums used for Trinidad.40 @ 46
in.- jut
*wi
Cuba
36 a86
Verdigris, Chlorate of do. do. tart #> «32
do. Muscovado 30 ^«38
Potash, Carb.
6c. Boracic Acid, Yellow iw* urieui.
Prussiate Potash and Portland Syrup, hhd*. .27
Bed do. 10c,
do.
bbls. 30
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Nail*.
Of Letul 4c. Asphalt urn Duty: Cut lc, Wrought 2c,
and Bi-f'hro. Potash Sc,
Assorted 3c p lb.
Sago lie, Epsom Salts, F*ak. 4 60£4 75
Liguorice Root, Bid 'orb. Naval Store*.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Duty Turpentine, Rosin,
Castor Oil 50c 4> gal..
Pitch, 7ar20pcadra/.,
Morphine 82 4* oz., Al- Spirits Turpentine 15c
um Goc 4> cwt.. Copperas
p gal.
60c 4* ctrf.. Muriatic Ac- r*r(foreign)» bbl.*13£16
id 10 &c atI red., Spong- Pitch (Coal Tar).
*4J£
Isines, Assafcetida,
Rosin.18g20
glass. Ffor Sulphur, Sen- rurpentinePgal 280g285
Oal> inn.
na, Arrowroot, <1 ins eng
20 4>c, Bleaching Poio- Duty
Free.
dvrs 30c 4> art. Sago American.8?£ 91
60c |> act., Sal Soda and Oil.
l> lb, Crude Duty Sperm, Whale and
JSWa Ash
Brimstone 83 and Poll other Fish Oils rf fordo. 86 4> ton, Alcohol40c
eign fisheries 20 pc <ul

American refined

Hough.5*a

.40 _oj
Hyson.75c®? 1
Young Hyson-76 ® 1
Haloing.45 («$50
-42 (gu 50
Oolong ..'.67 ®80 Hemp **
Souchong.60 .a 55 India. 2CK& 26

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

J. U. P- BURNHAM gives
tice that he has resumed businet
his former place, No. 96 Middle
where ho is prepared to execute

From Minature to Life

[

THE MARKETS.

Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following months,
viz: November. December, 18*52, January. February,
March aud April, 1963— ftom 2 to 5 o’clock P. M., 6u
each of those davs.
(lEoRt.E E. B. JACKSON, I
Commissioner*.
IKVIX(. \V. l'AKKEK,

Portland, Nov. 8,1862.

j

nov8

Our

Style* are unsurpassed.

SHOP BILLS,

PROGRAMM

A,

AND

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland. June 3R. 1862.

PLEASURE

daw

PARTIES.

biting the islands,supplied
with store* at the shortest notice.

Excursionists

▼

Orders solicited.

180 Fare Street

sear

faat af Exehsage.

CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland. June 23.

d«f

--*Photographic Frame*.
CiOrARE

or

oval—every

kind called for.

Thesa

by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with *ny market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. Market Square,
MORRISON k CO S.
Minx manufactured

